
Posted: Mon Oct 18, 2004 7:28 pm 

good morning today is MON 10/18-the LEAN is s4L-the TVS are-1102.2L and 1106.9H--the NUMBAHS-pivot-1108.1,s1-
1102.4,s2-11096.6,r1-1113.9,r2-1119.6-the ranges-1105.2-1116.7 primary and 1099.5-1111 alternate  
 
the MAXL-1090.9 and MAXH-1125.4--the 2 day=1122.2-1125.8 H and 1090.1-1093.7 L  
 
 
THANKS KHALSA=== your wrok saw same thing --1110-1111 support the UP--mine had a little more confidence in th e up 

for at least a retest of highs--for trading --EZ PEASY on chart=LONG, stop @ 1109.75 for the 10 low anf the move to 10a 
or 1-- 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 18, 2004 7:29 pm 

now all that left is loigging out in pieces and boom booms --pieces = ra ----boom booms = signals at higher #'sa--NO 
RISK trade on --the finest kind 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 18, 2004 7:30 pm 

pieces = r1---excuse moi i am trading but wanted to show as close to real timew how it works--will not do that very 

often... 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 18, 2004 7:33 pm  deacon 

thanks tep - was treating 14.30 low as 9a  
 
curious, are you posting your numbers on the subscription site in the am? 

 
Khalsa--GREAT!--was only referencing this : So far so good today.  
 

1110 needs to hold now. If it can it can target 1115 then 1118/20.  
 
which preceded the TIME post, so I was referencing the confidence in the TIME aspect only--GREAT WORK buddy! 
 
 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 18, 2004 8:31 pm 

forward spreads in oil reflect the inevitable--mkt knows soros consortium is going to step aside and glf of mexico coming 
back--heating oil a problem--and bush victory= near term problem, but that problem is not going to be soros supported 
after 11/2 

 

 
Mon Oct 18, 2004 8:47 pm 

a paarbolic rise gets KILLED..but sure as heck is no fun on he wrong side of one--especially one supported by a ROGUE 
ELEPHANT with a BUSHel of peanuts up his trunk--posted FRIDAY--mid 40's maybe even upper 30's next year on oil--after 
Iraq vote, 2 dead Z twins, and if BUSH WINS 

 

 
Posted: Tue Oct 19, 2004 11:15 am 

yawn--s1H--from the looks of the posting , I guess many are expecting a DEEP 1aL(68% odds of occurance) or even the 
32% outcome, ie, pt 2 low--that chart late yesterday on the pt 10 with ARROW up = this move to the pt1--the plethora of 
release at 8:30 my have baring--anyway , the NORMAL non catalyst outlook for the "screwy-loiue, inersion-perversion" 
day would be (Up-slog-UP68% EOD) and the inversion perversion=( UP-slog- DOWN32%) --HAVE FUN 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Yes, Sure am! Divali is on 11/12.  

 
There are 8 Laksmi's, forms of wealth:  
 
* Santhanalaksmi Wealth of Progeny  
* Gajalaksmi Wealth of Animals  
* Dhanalaksmi Wealth of Gold and other material wealth  
* Dhaanyalaksmi Wealth of Food Grains  

* Veeralaksmi Wealth of Valor  
* Vijayalaksmi Wealth of Victories and Success  
* Mahalaksmi Wealth of Greatness  
* Aadhilaksmi 
 
 

Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 4:44 am 

Times for 10/20: 10.20 am, 12-12.30 pm* and 1.40 pm  
 
Key Price Res: 1103 and 1106, Spt 1093 -1097, then 1084.50.  
 
 
A spike Low to Key spy and a bounce possible.  

 
 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 1:22 pm  deacon 

good morning all. See this as a pt 2 spill. does that make the lean s2H?  
 
My mechanical models have indicated trend change. as posted last night - will be looking to buy dips for a swing long, at 

least thats the plan. 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 1:34 pm  jayp 

deacon  
 
My views are the same with you on the spill (if it goes lower otherwise it came at the close), and I would have thought the 
spill would not make any difference on the lean. 

 
_________________ 

Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 2:55 pm 

concur with Khalsa--as posted when the goofy post here about the OBL Oct surprise: hard to trot out a rotting corpse--just 
need to make carrion of the Z twins now--  
 
and one other little minor point---lol 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 3:03 pm  iang 

I am favoring S2L here 

 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 5:00 pm ian 

Today is the next daily CIT, so I looking for a reason to believe a Low is in, also cyclewise, we should rally from here into 
10/25 Highs +/-.  
 
Btw 12.45 CIT and 1.40 cits, if 12.45 is a High and 1.40 a Low, well then my bias is S2L 
 
 

Last edited by Ian_G on Wed Oct 20, 2004 5:10 pm; edited 1 time in total 



Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 7:38 pm 

tommorrow- s3H --today was s2H--you get resolution of ROPE day todya on tommorrow 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 7:42 pm 

highest probablity --will know over the lunch hr tommorrow--today was with TIMES: stron= late 2spill 10:51 waaaay late, 
tried to catch itself at proper time 9:36--overwhelmed--3H=11:15 , a little late due to 2 spill, start looking for time to start 
coming back together--it did--3a 11:57 just barely in the on time zone, 3b-12:45 and in the zone but tentative--pt 4 
low=3:21 ON TIME 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 7:58 pm  jay 

Tepid  
 
I thought spill was optional but obviously did not expect it so late. But retained s2H lean as best fit based on today and 
due to yesterday. ...Pay particular attention to S1's 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 8:01 pm 

good morning --today is wed 10/20-the lean is s2H-the TVS-1102L and 1116.1 H-the NUMBAHS-pivot-1108, s1-
1097.8,s2-1091.7,r1-1114.1,r2-1124.3, -the ranges-1094.6-1110.9 P and 1102.7-1119 ALT  

 
 
MAXL-1081.5 and MAXH-1130.4--2day-1094.7-1098.2 and 1122-1125.6  
 
 
CHART SENT of TODAY 

Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 9:23 pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

Here is the email from Tepid with chart for todays action.   By khalsa wed 20th oct 
 
Thanks Tepid.  
 
this was it today--tommorrow--resovle--if lunch high > a.m. high favor UP to the close from mid p.m. low and that mid 
p.m. low normal=> than mid a.m. low---if lunch high less than a.m. high then favor mid p.m. low < than a.m. low and 
could flush down 
 



 

 

 

 

chart for wed20/10/04 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Wed Oct 20, 2004 8:59 pm 

today is thursday 10/21-good morning-the lean is s3H-the TVS-1094.5L and 1099.6H--the NUMBAHS- pivot-1099.9,s1-
1095.7-,s2-1089.5,r1-1106.1,r2-1110.3  
the 2 day-1113.8-1117.4 H and 1080.6-1084.2 L--the MAXL-1085.3 and MAXH-1116.5  
 
 
ranges-Primary-1097.8-1108.2 and ALT-1092.6-1103 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 10:52 am 

In the OUCH category, well sorta.  
 
One of the lucky things for me over the past 25 years has been the recognition thru NLP that I am very visually 
dominated.Another is that I did not find cyberspace unti October 2000 for chat room useage."Bias creation" can kill you.I 
mention these things because of the PAT SPEARS post on RUGUDOM and one particular person on the list.  
 
In my opinion following anyone must be done blindly or not at all due to probability.It should only be done after one knows 

empirically their own TIME FRAME, MEASURED FINITE RISK, the RULES governing the specific instrument chosen to trade. 
identification of as many of the SUB-SETS represented in that specific instrument and THEIR RULES as one can conceivably 
IMAGINE, and then meshing those factors into a tradeable system custom designed to meet your wallett size.  
 
If the RUGU of your choice is advisong/trading ANY DIFFERENTLY on ANY OF THESE VAIRABLE than you then you are 
begging for it and you WILL GET WHAT YOUR CHOICES MERIT--FAILURE.In this business you get what you WANT not what 

you NEED.  
 
When i read things such as "is today rollover day," "why is the spread differential between July beans so different than 
Nov. beans" and I realize the 'poster' is involved in specualtion in the instrument , I CRINGE.When I see posts that are 
terribly focused on a time frame or position that I intuitively know from reading the posters' past musings, place them 
outside their TIME FRAME and FINITE MEASURED RISK FRAME, I do likewise.No one wants to see other people chop 
themselves to pieces.  

 
Because most RUGUS publish, advise, hot-line, etc. on TIME FRAMES and RISK FRAMES greater than the TIME FRAME and 
RISK FRAME of the subscriber and the subscriber has not in almost all cases understood the ramifications of this then once 
againn, the subscriber is getting what they WANT--call it drama, call it failure, call it whatever lou like, it eventually adds 
up to excuse making and sorrow.  
 
It is obvious after 4 years in cyber-space to me that the % of posters correlated to the industry figures for winners/losers 

in trading LEVERAGE is about 100%.  
 
The LUXURY/RULE/IMPERATIVE of being able to find and trade a TIME FRAME and RISK FRAME in a specific instrument 
that correlates to a RUGU is HENS TEETH almost 100%.Rugus if read at all must be USED as an AWARENESS tool only if 
they do not correlate 100% to the SUB-SET you trade within.THIS IS A FACT of TRADING.Filtering out RUGU information 
to abstain from BIAS in YOUR TIME AND RISK FRAME is IMPERATIVE.  

 
Now specifically: Since the inception of financial futures and index options (1978-1983) the mass public appeal to such 
instruments has made them the vehicle of choice for winners and losers alike.If one does not understand the 
evolution,use, advantages to that sentence as it relates to their time and risk frames then they will get what they WANT.  
 
One of the first people I met in cyber-space is on the HIT LIST.We have spent literally THOUSANDS AND THOUSANDS of 
hours in contact with one another.In his "rugudom" he covers a broad spectrum of instruments, but because the EQUITY 

markets are the "public choice" that is what is focused upon in 'grading the rugu'.Furthurmoe, as is the case with all 
RUGUS he is MEASURED by the RISK AND TIME FRAME of his PUBLIC MESSAGE.That is as it should be BUT it is highly 
VOID of the overall picture as to his trading skill level, his TRACK RECORD in other instuments, his ACTUAL TRADING in 
SPOO FUTURES (concession:he has had a rough go since the 934 break out but has diminished his risks and enhanced his 
returns significantly when measured against his LARGER TIME FRAME public message vs. his personal performance), and 
his overall GRASP of multi-integrated time frames--many of which can NOT be included in the public message unless he 
went to SOMEHTING similar to this WEB-SITES Paid subscription approach.  

 
Although, he is not CURRENTLY one of my 'partners', it is only because his other responsibilities kept him out of Phase I-
testing and trading; Phase II-Size application trading BUT he will be on board for Phase III-instrument diversifcation and 
institutional CTA work.  
 
I have seen them come and go; seen the hot streaks and the cold as ice hands be played--but in my opinion CHRIS 

LOCKE/OYSTER CATCHER is one of the most astute traders and advisors in the financial arena today. 

 



Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 11:20 am 

hear in toothless redneck--"most peeps got 5 min walletts taking advice from 1 week sub-sets ='s scalded dawg arse" 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 1:46 pm 

deacon, just for you, "handy CITs":  
 
Times for 10/21 are: 10.45, 11.55-12.15? (not clear), 1.50 and 3.25 pm  

 
10/20 daily CIT was the Low, Cycle High due in the 10/25 Timeframe.  
 
Bias today is Chop, Chop  

 

 
Thu Oct 21, 2004 5:33 pm 

10/20 Lows @1094.20 should hold for a few days atleast. Market was due to retest the Lows, before attempting another 

rally, clearly a corrective rally into 10/25 Highs. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 7:00 pm  deaCON 

hmmm - looks like 3.25 may be an H, pt 7 - looking at RUT. Nice call this am Tepid!!!  
 
We may see the 10s afterall - just took the scenic route to get there! 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 7:55 pm 

manfred mann and his mighty band---  

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:12 pm 

That one is too cryptic for me Tepid  

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:25 pm 

deacon--  
 
tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 11:13AM ET  
friend: pt 5? friend : would match basis that UncloakedBill : yes or 6a still going and dashed is the play--the more risk 
averse for our purposes is FINISHING the 5  
 

 
tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 11:14AM ET  
UncloakedBill : s3h though anyway you cut it--the POINT2 is FIXED as a low  
 
 
tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 11:15AM ET  
if one were to use the BOOLZONE TV opg and place the TVH stop then one dies not give a flip yet on dashed vs. solid or 

rather this is the move to 6a or was 5 lat and strong--anyway--first campaign of day almost finished  
 
 
LOOK AT NUMBAHS left last night--compare to 11:15 POST above--TVH=1099.6, price greater than BOTH TVS = boolzone  
 
deacon . . Thu, Oct 21, 11:53AM ET  
if Tep's scenario that this last high was 6aHigh is true, then it is greater than pt 5High (@9.55) then the dashed (6a > 5) 

means low probability that we close lower this pm. Now, that my friends is ANALYSIS.  
 
 



HERE IS WHERE IT WORKS BUT IT IS AH DARN STUFF:tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 12:14PM ET  

5 failures of dahse in 14 months --very good odds of higher close--mark the 3min LOC low for the 2-2:30 pm period THEN 
if 3min LOC < than that 3 min low bewtween 2-2:30 stop out---simple--if long thru whole mess from the ^L , take partials 
AND ride using aboe--if FLAT , go long 2-2:30 bais your TA and use SAME--  
 
 
tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 12:16PM ET  
THEN if 3min LOC < than that 3 min low bewtween 2-2:30 stop out---simple-- (MORE for this)  

 
tepid2 . . Thu, Oct 21, 12:17PM ET  
USE 2:35 p.m. as the comparative, ie if 3min LOC after 2-2;30 then odds of 6th dashed failure go UP strongly  
 
 
OK synopsis: --we had a very unusual DECLINE to the 6b LOW but if you took partials at 11:15 post you should have 

made money on the campaign REAL EASY--if FLAT you went long at 2:30 with stop at 1103.25, you go the 'expected' high 
of day almost picure perfect--your entry was 1105.5 fwiw using that post2.25 risk--now if you finessed the 6b LOW for the 
long earlier more power to you--  
 
BOTTOM LINE s3 H with goofy 6B low but both LONG campaigns profitable--best hindsite harry = short the 6a BUT that 6b 
is not normal and larger prior signals up for trend since yesterday A./M.--looks like about plus 4.5-5 on at least a partial on 
the 6 low to 6a high for the MORNING CAMPAIGN and a plus 2.75 FULL at least on th p.m. campaign and risk managed 

well--- 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:27 pm 

HEY LIZZY--it was HUMOR==amanita in prior post to mine = MANFRED ZIMMEL---hence the reference to the mid 60's 
early English pop group , you "DOO WAH DITTY THAT?" 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:29 pm 

No--jayp, know his work well from CB and have had no personal contact but he is a 'friend of Chris's' 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:36 pm 

Posted: Wed Oct 20, 2004 3:59 pm  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
today is thursday 10/21-good morning-the lean is s3H-the TVS-1094.5L and 1099.6H--the NUMBAHS- pivot-1099.9,s1-
1095.7-,s2-1089.5,r1-1106.1,r2-1110.3  
the 2 day-1113.8-1117.4 H and 1080.6-1084.2 L--the MAXL-1085.3 and MAXH-1116.5  
 

 
ranges-Primary-1097.8-1108.2 and ALT-1092.6-1103 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:39 pm  deacon 

Tep - thanks for the help during the day. I am done with Avid - too much nonsense from people who want to be right, but 

not successful Plus I really don;t believe some of those people trade - they just lonely seamstresses or out of work 
grabage men.  
 
My mistake today was not waiting for the 6b when I got the buy signal - cost me some and with what I did on the 7 run 
from 2.30 made the day break even, not a loss. However that does not forgive the bad execution of buying the 6a - even 
after I labelled it. :\  
 

Looks like pt 8Low for s4L? for the am?  
 
anyway I have some studying to do - but first, time for the family. 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:40 pm  jay 

Tepid:  
 
what is BoolZone 

 



 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:40 pm 

thr re-post makes it ezier to follow thew ABOVE posts--look at the tight R at r1/PH/r2--look ath tight support 
(PL/TVH/Pivot)---- look at a 3min chart ---loo at all the gooey trading around r1-- 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:43 pm jay 

Tepid  
 

Am waering blinkers ; forget I asked.  

 

_________________ 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:46 pm 

deacon--lean that way but always ready for the spill--I start trading around 6:30 a.m. because the NUMBAHS comboed wit 
the TA is good and the volume starts picking up--unless there is news event hanging over the mkt from prior night or 
overseas then the about all the world has to trade on is S/R so they work well....if I come in and the TA set-up is there and 
1103.25 has held , I will 'think' harder about spill possible--also even if the FULL spill taking out prior p.m. extrme (in this 

case 1109.25) is not present there is usually a 'try' that FAILS for the first 10-15 minutes-- 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 8:49 pm 

EXTREME hypothetical EXAMPLE--pt 7 on time last hour as today --BIG GAP DOWN overnight on the RTH opg, the reaction 
to that is the 'false spill' where price bounces a little in thefirst 10-15 and then CRAPS out to the pt 8 low --- 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 21, 2004 9:20 pm 

Tepid  
 
thanks, in line with my view's. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 5:23 am 

We're entering into the window for the Cycle 10/22-25 Highs, then a continued slide into 11/2 Major Lows.  

 
Times for 10/22 are: 10.05, 11.35-11.40**, 3.45 pm  
 
Key Res 1109.30, Spt 1101  

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 11:17 am 

BIGGER STUFF  
 

Have we clipped 1150.7 since posted ala BUSH?  
 
Have we produced a LOC DAILY 1080.1 or < ala kerry?  
 
Are we entering a 'terror window'?--(drift w/ slight neg bias?)  
 
Why only slight neg. bias?-mkt has had the kitchen sink thrown at it on a short term basis--kerry tightening race, elliott 

spitzer, and oil..  
 
TRADEtil here:--the straw that broke the camel's back is nearby for one camp or other--the camel's back is the BRACKET 
from 1/29/04 forward on the daily, we are near a trending move --the sesonals favor the bulls til year end.  
 
Lastly, I would like to thank the champagne set from the Brit publication The Guardian (on two levels) who mass e-mailed 

citizens of Clarke County, Ohio imploring them to vote a particular way:1.)thanks for the BACKLASH 2.) as someone who 
enjoys a little gutter humor now and then , it was enlightening to get new material from the Ohio respondants.Never in my 
life did it occur to me that profanity and teeth could bre so humorously entertwined in sentence or phrase! 



Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 11:56 am 

good morning to day is Fri 10/22-HAPPY BIRTHDAY REXV-the lean is s4L-the TVS-1104.6 H and 1098.6 L --the NUMBAHS- 
pivot-1105, s1-1100.7, s2-1093.8, r1-1111.9, r2-1116.3--the ranges-1102.9-1114.1 P, and 1097.8-1108.1 ALT-  
the 2 day-1086.6-1089.2 L and 1118-1121.6H --MAXL-1089.5 and MAXH-1123.1  
weekly pivot 1112.5 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 1:00 pm  deacon 
 

good morning all. 15. 30 min models are bullish biased. Thanks Tep - s4L. Looks like they are trying to set up the 7 spill. 
we see. Given bias of my trend models, looking to buy 8 and 9a for swings and daytrade the shorts.  
 
Will only be here for half a day. good luck to all 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 1:53 pm 

Thanks Daisy, glad you find them useful.  
 

10.05 Low, 11.35-11.40 High? 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 2:16 pm 

ian - that jives with pt. 8 coming at 10.05. am long there.  
 
Daisy regarding the Delta stuff thrown around here (s1, s2, etc) around here, will be happy to send you Tepid's notes 
someone was kind enough to shared with me.  

 
15 min buy signal ... fwiw 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 3:37 pm 

been keeping a running scroll for 'partners' who are out on long weekend--may or may not be interesting--the edits (??) 
are there for propietary reason bsis FRAMES but it is complete enough to get a sense of what goes on...also, time stamped 
as posted to make the scroll EZier on their return --here:  
 

here are the numbahs--and some 'running posts' since 6;30 a.m.-- UncloakedBill : good morning to day is Fri 10/22-
HAPPY BIRTHDAY ??-the lean is s4L-the TVS-1104.6 H and 1098.6 L --the NUMBAHS- pivot-1105, s1-1100.7, s2-1093.8, 
r1-1111.9, r2-1116.3--the ranges-1102.9-1114.1 P, and 1097.8-1108.1 ALT- UncloakedBill : the 2 day-1086.6-1089.2 L 
and 1118-1121.6H --MAXL-1089.5 and MAXH-1123.1 UncloakedBill : weekly pivot 1112.5 UncloakedBill : 1106.5 gap-8:43 
UncloakedBill : today breing friday and with lesser pressure combined with larger longs will be AGGRESSIVE in both 
directions but less so on the longs--looking for 8-10 handles normal range, keying in NUMBAHS, tick, and roto-- 
UncloakedBill : 9:08 UncloakedBill : lesser pressure= down UncloakedBill : many price points at 11-12 and 14-16 as there 

also is 1097-99 and 1103-05---FITS THE NUMBAHS well-- UncloakedBill : 9:10 UncloakedBill : opg looks like an attempt to 
spill the 7 after not being able to tag the estrap ? @ 1103.75 --TVH 1104.6 marked the 'low' -9:12 UncloakedBill : 1109.25 
yesterday's boob high has been exceeded at 8:54 3min bar by .5> hence the prior post on attempt to spill 7  
 
 
UncloakedBill : yes--multi screen--we have about 9-12 basic charts and about 4-5 that are KEY to intra-day UncloakedBill : 
we now have about 3 basic KNOCK YOUR SOCKS OFF set ups-- UncloakedBill : 11:05 UncloakedBill : crude still 55.25+.78 

-11:05 UncloakedBill : this bounce to the 9H looks WEAK so far and is being trapped by the TVH-Pivot--1104.75-1105.25 -
-11:14-- UncloakedBill : the LOW at 1103.25 matches off with the false 3min sell at the RR break out yesterday 2:21--so 
recovering that price is pretty cool--- UncloakedBill : looking for break to s1 on the 9a L --12:20 as probable resolution-- 
UncloakedBill : 11;20 UncloakedBill : thats a tad low--1100.7-- UncloakedBill : ?? fired--pass--no NUMBAH, wrong time , 
hulk making dialy lows 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 3:45 pm 

correction 11.30 was a double cit, not 11.35-11.40 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 3:56 pm 

lol--NP K--"one guy crook is another guys hero"--lol 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 4:13 pm 

11.30 cit low 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 4:21 pm 

tepid2 . . Fri, Oct 22, 12:18PM ET  

pivot acting like posterior delivery--banging head but can not get out--1105--if long stop to nudes 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 22, 2004 4:24 pm 

lol--baby crowning--dr has til 2 p.m. to make delivey or patient gets a morphine drip at my house and comes back later---  
 
 
personal exoerience--first daughter was posterior 31 hr labor ending with forceps--roflol--she is the most like me of the 4--
hard hjheaded and crazzeeeeeeeeeeeeeee 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 25, 2004 1:03 pm 

Fwiw, Bias is for a short term Low today and a rally tomorrow and then down afterwards.  
 
The early 9.45 CIT could be a Low, Noon and 2pm CITs could be Highs. Let's see what the actual Markets tells us.  
 
 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 25, 2004 1:32 pm  deacon 

good morning all. s3L with 10 spill is initial view here. 
 
_________________ 
The hardest thing for a speculator to do is nothing 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 25, 2004 2:48 pm 

yall post anything you want from your interpretations of my posts to my posts here---if they help fine-- 

 

 
Posted: Mon Oct 25, 2004 6:11 pm 

2pm CIT HIgh, next is 2.45 pm 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Tue Oct 26, 2004 11:34 am  deacon 

good morning all.  
 
I doubt very much the US is in a position to invade and occupy another country at this time. P'raps blockade its ports to 
prevent oil exports is the only option at this time. Of course,then we will really see crude prices go into a parabolic bull!  
 
Right now looking at s4H - 8H, 9L, 9aH, 9bL, 10H. Don't know yet if a 7 spill will be attempted, ER2 suggests not.  
 

Good trading all. 

 

 
Posted: Tue Oct 26, 2004 12:32 pm 

Short term Cycles Predictions based on some new cycle work:  
 
The 10/22 Highs @ 1108-9 area should hold. We did make a short term Low on 10/25. Next is:  
 
1. 10/26 rally day  

2. 10/27 High, an intraday High, retesting the 10/22 Highs @ 1109 area, perhaps with a Gap up and High at the open, but 
then we close on our Lows and then continue to decline into  
3. 11/1-2 Major Lows.  
 
Times for 10/26 are: 9.40, 10.30, 1.15 and 4.10 pm  
Price Res: 1100-1103 is Key Res. Spt is 1089 and 1083.50.  

 
Ian 

 
Posted: Tue Oct 26, 2004 7:54 pm 

Kam and deacon--nice Id on the s4h--went for the link stink possibility until 12:10--dashed all the way--nice -- 

 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 27, 2004 5:50 am 

The 10/22-25 Daily CIT was a Low, instead of the expected High.  
 

The next Major daily CIT is on 11/1-2.  
 
Tne one Cycle mentioned yesterday suggests a 10/27 High and a 11/2-3 Low:  
 
 
It could be very Choppy in the next week as Election uncertainty grows.  
 

 
Times for 10/27 are: C/O, 10.40 and 1.20 pm  
 
Price Spt is 1099 and Res is 1112, 1118 and 1122.  
 
 

Ian 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 27, 2004 4:21 pm 

shhhhhhhh deacon--you will get the natives restless--lol 

 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 27, 2004 4:30 pm 

ROFLOL-NEURO never left NEURO is RUI--and if avid telling him to post as neuro p,,d him off he will reappear in a bit--he 
is addicted to reading his posts and his humor... 

 
Posted: Wed Oct 27, 2004 4:38 pm 

10/22-25 was a Major daily CIT Cluster and was a Low. The Next Major Daily CIT Clustering is on 11/1-2. 

 



Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 12:56 pm  

all right--made it in -- good morning today is thurs. 10/28-the lean is small s2l-the tvs are-1115.6L and 1126.4H-the 
pivot-1119.4,s1-1112.2, s2-1099.8, r1-1131.8,r2-1139, the ranges-1115.8-1135.4 primary and 1106-1125.6 alt  
 
the 2 day ranges-1126.9-1130.8 H and 1102.9-1106.5L------MAXL-1092.6 and MAXH-1151.4 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 5:05 pm  deac 

ok lets see if the RUT can hold its globex low on this noon rally sell off. otherwise that will be 3b and I would expect 4H to 
fail to make new highs on the day. Just my thoughts thats all ... LOL! 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 5:22 pm kam 

Deacon, 3bL should be around 7-7.45, with a last hour 4 high. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 5:38 pm jayp 

Deacon  
 
Strong = Late  
Weak = Early  
 

I usualy look at the stuff you have mentioned in posts to determine Strenght / Weakness which then gives clue's as to Late 
/ Early, and use Risk management in conjunction accordingly.  
 
This could be 3a now. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 6:28 pm deac 

Kam - I had 3b at ~12.30 and this as the 4H grind up, fwiw - again the key being the successful support at globex low @ 
~1 'ish.  

 
Like I had posted earlier if the above mentioned low did not hold, I would have moved 3b.  
 
Either way - I like ur scenario as it points to an opportunity to get long before the grind up into the close otherwise I am 
done for the day. 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 6:43 pm  kam 

You might be right Deacon. The only other scenario if it starts selling off now (with a 4 low at approx 3.30) is that it was 

S2H, although I have my doubts. Either way we'll soon find out. 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 6:44 pm  tepid 

K--delta should work until there is blood on the moon 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 6:48 pm  kam 

Or we are just seeing the 3bL at 2.45 and a late 3aH as Jayp mentioned 

 

 

 

 



 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 7:01 pm  tepid 

DLST Sunday 2a.m. EST= 2 week tough time for the intra-day solution--smooths out after that--look fo EARLY turns and 
spills but overall shift it dsown the hierarchy for 2 weeks 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 7:11 pm  deac 

Kam - this is really old stuff - since we made an intra-day high in the 1pm hour, odds favor an up-close so I continue to 
lean to 4H. 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 7:19 pm 

shopuld try to sspill the 4 into the GDP report at 8:30 a.m.--mya be bounce to 29 ish is all but should try 

 

 
Posted: Thu Oct 28, 2004 9:19 pm  kam 

Gopi, point 4 was the high scheduled for the last hour, so the high should carry on 1st thing and then drop to the point 5 
low scheduled for 10 - 10.45 est 

 

 
Fri Oct 29, 2004 4:31 am 

Okay, There's a nice short term cycle I found that suggests we topped today ( double top possible Friday) and we pullback 
into a 11/1 LOW @ 1107.  
 

Only if that happens, then we should RALLY to 1160 in 1 week.  
 
I know it sounds crazy, but let's see if the first part unfolds, ie 11/1 Low @ 1107 (55% Retrace). It would be cute if 
Friday's Low was around the 1117 Spoos Area.  
 
Tomorrow's CIT is Open and 10.40 am. Possibility of a Gap down (to 1117?)  
 

The 11/1 Daily CIT is the KEY Date to watch.  
 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 7:30 am  kam 

Anniversary of the 1929 crash today 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 12:21 pm  deac 

good morning all. My lean is s3L. 
 

_________________ 
The hardest thing for a speculator to do is nothing. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 1:17 pm  jayp 

Kam / Deacon  
 
Tepid's note from yesterday - possible spill of 4H. 

 



Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 1:40 pm 

burp--and 1129 would be seen--mich and pmi will determine on time or LATE AND STRONG 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 1:57 pm  deac 

Ian,  
 
Looks like 9.40 was a H and has potential for the pt 4 spill.  
 
do you have more time CITS to share? TIA. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:34 pm  deac 

TRIN downward sloping last 20 mins - "pencilling" in last low as pt. 5  
 
if that holds - it should be the low of the day for an s3L, provided the 7 > 6a off course. 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:38 pm  deac 

Point 5 low at 11ish. This should close on it's lows.  
 

When is Thanksgiving please Deacon? 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:41 pm  deac 

Kam - Nov 25th  
 
Looks that way - the 5/34 is conspiring to be rally killer today.  
 
you looking 6aH, 6bL and 7H? 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:44 pm  kam 

Thanks. 6H, 6aL, 6bH, 7L 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:49 pm 

kam - thanks - I missed the pt 6 completely. yeesh! no wonder my mother wouldn't let me play with fireworks 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 3:58 pm  kam 

lol Deacon!!  
 
Any of the Low points (5, 6a, 7) could be the low of the day. I'm just speculating it closes on the low of the day at point 7, 

as I think most would want to take a handsome profit for the week going into the close. It also looks like crude is on the 
rise again!! 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 5:14 pm  deac 

if 6a id in here somewhere, its awfully shallow. 

 



Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 5:27 pm  kam 

I think it was a solid 6aL at 12.45, so the 6bH should be higher than the 6H 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 5:28 pm  kam 

I think it was a solid 6aL at 12.45, so the 6bH should be higher than the 6H 

 

 
Fri Oct 29, 2004 5:58 pm  kam 

Zarif et al, when I get a few moments, I will create a new thread and post all the notes and my understanding of them. I 
think K suggested to put it in trading systems. I have Tepid's notes, but since I am official translator (lo), i will try and 
make it clearer for all. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 6:01 pm  kam 

Got short at 1129 for the 6bH. Still see this as finishing at the lows.  
 
Deacon you're a brave man if you want to hold long over the weekend!! 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 7:50 pm 

end of month books have to be marked at the mutual funds? good a reason as any. 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 7:54 pm  kam 

Yes Deacon, poss 6bH, and no 7 low as it would be S2 on Monday!!  

 
Anyway, off to enjoy the weekend, so a safe and happy weekend to all!! 

 

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 9:09 pm  tepid 

7LOW 3:18---NORMAL Monday would be seies 2 high  
 
 
 

 
tepid2 . . Fri, Oct 29, 5:06PM ET  
CNBC-"Osma Bin Laden tape sounds like Kerry talking points"----whew, amazing.  
 
 
If yall think the Ameircan reaction to the Guardian was harsh, if the Bush spinners make the above STICK--it is goodfor 2-
5% pont in the toss up states 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Sat Oct 30, 2004 10:35 am 

tepid2  
Very Active Poster  
 
 
 
Joined: Sep 06, 2004  
Posts: 304  

 
Posted: Fri Oct 29, 2004 4:09 pm  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
7LOW 3:18---NORMAL Monday would be seies 2 high  
 

 
 
 
tepid2 . . Fri, Oct 29, 5:06PM ET  
CNBC-"Osma Bin Laden tape sounds like Kerry talking points"----whew, amazing.  
 
 

If yall think the Ameircan reaction to the Guardian was harsh, if the Bush spinners make the above STICK--it is goodfor 2-
5% pont in the toss up states 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 12:28 pm  deac 

good morning. Looks s2H. Good trading all. 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 1:02 pm 

ANY SHARING OF ANY OF MY WORK with the FOLLOWING at AVID will result in no FURTHUR information or posts from me: 
OLEMAN,HUMBLE1(he has been thrown out), Excal(the infamous FB2 fade), or JCOR_ 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 2:19 pm 

as 10/18 came and went and ended in the LARGER HAND split zone there will be a major CHANGE of opinion forthcoming 
from me this evening--the TA targets and NUmbahs will remain the same for the most part with some very small tweaking 
--anyway--dats it from me--and yes, the NORMAL = s2h--but lord knows if the NORMAL pt 2 fix as L was there or not 
yesterday--- 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 3:40 pm  jayp 

Tepid  

 
This looks like S2L !! 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 3:43 pm 

skye always went to the gym on monday mornings for good reason-- ----have not flipped the lean yet but "lord know if 
the pt 2 was fixed as a low" ((prior post)) 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 7:41 pm  deac 

lookie very s2L so far ('specially RUT) 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 01, 2004 11:53 pm  deac 

trend model fired buys in multiple timeframes @ the close. am long, stops in. moo.  
 
so was this a s2H or not? 

 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 1:18 pm 

the Race is over --it is a done deal--NOW:  

 
the long awaited 10/18/04 came and went , the intermediate swing were contained all year and CALLED--of mice or men 
stuff on the 1080.1 or 1150.1 as neither candidate bew away the other pre-hand, ie the major media centers DID THEIR 
JOB--all to not avail  
 
where are we: simple-NOTHING HAS CHANGED--1253 is till out there as is 984-1020 centered 1009--near and 
intermediate term:  

 
the move from 1060.2-1143.7 is EITHER 1 of 5 or it is the completion of wave 2 off the drop from 1163-1060--no 
problem--smaller wave= the move from 1089.5 to PRESENT = smaller wave 1 in motion (bullish intermediate term, 
bearish very near term for the small wave 2 down) OR it is a wave 2 BEARISH count off the drop from 1143.7-1089.5--
once again NO PROBLEM--so HERE is my LEAN basis the one of the ABOVE I favor:  
 

look for a short term top today into tommorrow , a low in OIL near term (I do not follow this mkt closely-grain of salt), this 
high will be followed by a FAST drop to 1097 max and more like 1112-1115 BUIT do not be surprised if it only goes to 
1119.5 +,- 1/2 handle--THEN ZOOM  
 
for the first time in 40 years the declared WAR on the people of the USA by her own courts may finally be drawing to an 
end--while I do not post chart here often, one only need look at the ELECTORAL map, have read my posts since coming 
that the internal War is not that much different than the one in 1865--anyway hopefully today will signal an end of the 

systemic persecution of the Churches in our nation since 1 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 1:47 pm 

Reversal Time?  
 
We're rallying into the 11/1-2 Major CIT, suggesting a High forming.  
 
POC Reversal at 1133-36 and is key Res, Max is 1140. Spt is 1120-23.  

 
Times for 11/2 are: 10.05, 11.50 and 12.30 pm. Me trine Saturn at 1.01 pm.  
 
There's a MTD on 11/4.  
 
Election Madness still operative.  

 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 1:58 pm  deac 

good morning. trying to figure this out - inclination is s3H. Agreed with the notion that this rally is running out of steam. 
Don't see the top yet. 

 
_________________ 

 



 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 3:29 pm 

Mercury Trine (120 degrees) Saturn.  
 
MTD = Master Time Date 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 8:26 pm 

Today was a Major CIT date and we had a POC (principle of Coincidence) for a 90% Chance of a Reversal 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 8:48 pm 

Sq of 9 Key Res = 1140, Key Spt 1099, basis Sun 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 02, 2004 8:55 pm 

Yes, K, If today was indeed a S3L, then tomorrow is a S4H with another potential for a rally tomorrow.  
 
But Plank's POC says the reversal day has a 90% Probability. 

 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 12:21 pm  

tepid2 . . Wed, Nov 3, 6:48AM ET  
tepid2... Tue, Nov 2, 9:16AM ET nice to see Rasmussen--very close to my idea--GUN TO HEAD 296-242 but Hawaii could 
make it an even steven 300--going with 296-242  

 
 
tepid2 . . Wed, Nov 3, 6:49AM ET  
DAD BLAME CHEESE EATIN YANKEE PUKES--i am BOYCOTTING WISCONSIN CHEESE AND HEARBY ASKING ALL GOOD 
AMERICANS TO JOIN IN 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 12:30 pm  ubend 

I have been looking at this potential 10 point Spoos gap up today & wondering about the chances of a gap fill are.  

 
Statistically 79% of gaps fill on Wednesdays (only 65% on Mondays & 82% on Thursdays) - I should add when I am 
talking about gap fills I mean the whole gap filling in RTH & before close that day.  
 
55% of 9 point gaps are filled that day  
40% of 10 point gaps are filled that day  
45% of 11 point gaps are filled that day  

 
There were 12 gaps of greater than 15 points between the study period of 8.5.02 - 7.4.03. 5 of these gaps were filled & if 
you had faded all of them with a 5.25 point stop you would have been stopped out of 1 gapfill but the net profits would 
have been 50 points.  
 
What about half gapfills - 80% of gaps greater than 2 points half filled  

 
check out the stats at http://www.deltat1.com/gapfill/  
 

Anyone going to trade the gap fill? - I might have a go for half fill  

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 2:19 pm  deac 

good morning all. was up late watching this and scalping some longs on the overnite action.  
 
15 min trend model is starting to rollover short. we see.  
 
s4H? anyone? 

 
_________________ 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 2:35 pm  kam 

Not sure about the lean here I'm afraid. The charts look very skewed to me because of the elections. Sorry. 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 2:46 pm  ian 

Yesterday with it's domed, inverted V formation is typical of S3L days, so taday is S4H 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 3:10 pm 

10 and 10.25  
 
I didn't calculate much.  
 
 

Boy its good to be flat at the end of the day  

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 4:19 pm  jay 

deacon / K  
 
I think the lean is S4H and we may finish / close at high of the day.  

 
been away from desk 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 5:52 pm 

I concur with DW.  
 
 

11/4 is the Master Time Date, High could be in today.  
 
The Ma op Ra cycle suggests a 11/1-4 High and then we scream on Down.  
 
 
The market should decline atleast into the NM-2 = 11/9-10 timeframe 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 8:48 pm 

rfolo--=posted in election section due to burnout:::  
 
 
 
 
Very Active Poster  
 

 
 
Joined: Sep 06, 2004  
Posts: 319  



 

Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 3:37 pm  
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
bears should make a go oof it soon--wanted to TOUCH 1150.1 first but no cigar yets--in hopes of tag 1150.1-down hard-
back thru  
 
a lot of enrgy expended on the bad exit polling --still think 1119.5 has potential  

 
 
 
 
tepid2  
Very Active Poster  

 
 
 
Joined: Sep 06, 2004  
Posts: 319  
 
Posted: Wed Nov 03, 2004 3:38 pm  

 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
between the lines--READ kinda like WALLANCHUK 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 1:14 pm  deac 

good morning all from Texas, a wonderful clear, cool and crisp morning. looking at this as s1L until price sez otherwise. 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 1:50 pm 

Yesterday may have been the High at the open.  

 
The Major CIT for 11/1-2 could have spilled into the open of 11/3. Pullback to 11/9-10 atleast.  
 
 
We're at the upper daily BB @ 1145 area also, seasonality ending and the Madness of the elections are now over.  
 
CITs for today are: Close (High), 10.50, 11.20, 12.20 and 2.30 pm.  

 
There's an unfilled Gap at 1130. Res is 1146, Spt is 1140, 1136* and 1123.  
 
 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 1:51 pm 

HELP!!!---my border collie SPEEDY will not quit HOWLING---please remove REXV's picture--I can't tell if SPEEDY is afraid 

or in love.... 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 4:41 pm  jayp 

deacon, IMO S1L  
10aH (spill) 10:06  
S1L 10:24 - 10:54  
S1AH 

 

 



Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 5:20 pm 

The inverted MD Cycle is a 10/25L and a 11/9-10 HIGH. Too much Bush/Arafat Momentum here for this rally to quit  

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 6:09 pm 

price thru 1150.1--new highs are a given--hope for 15-20 hanlde drop b4 the LAUNCH 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 6:11 pm 

targets --1163.4, 1178,1198.4 ,1253 before the 3/12/03 BUY runs out of steam 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 7:45 pm 

Next MTD is 11/17 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 8:23 pm  kam 

Guess that's point 2H sealed, making it an S1H today, and S2L tomorrow. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 10:22 pm 

We're at major resistance here, both longterm, and short term Megaphone formation.  
 

http://www.ttrader.com/mycharts/display.php?p=28032&u=ian_g&a=Ian%5C%27s%20Charts&id=522  
 
Also fwiw today, 11/4, was a Master Time Date. Next one is 11/17.  
We'/re above the upper daily bollinger Band, so a pullback in the first hour tomorrow is likely. 

 

 



 

 

 

 

Ians chart  4th nov 04 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 10:50 pm 

Ian......  
 
What does Mater Time Date mean? How is this different from CIT? Does this mean we pull back to the 17th?  
 

Thanks,  
Daisy 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 10:51 pm 

Ian, what is a megaphone formation?  
 
THanks  
 
Harjap 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 04, 2004 10:59 pm 

Harjap... I think the same as an expanding triangle formation. Usually very unstable and bearish patterns.  

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:06 am 

daisy, The MTD is an Astro Based timing system discovered by one of my Mentors for finding important Highs and Lows. 
11/17 could be a High or Low 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 12:20 pm 

did we break 1080.1?? did we break 1150.1??? was the RACHEL B 10/24 and E of 4 or was it a 2 of 5?? Do we top at 
1163.4, 1178,1198.4 or 1253 on the move from 3/12/03--and if we do IS there one more 4,5 sequence left after the to 
get the move from 10/10/02 completed??..the WORLD was given a reprieve Tuesday, too bad Drake, Nelson, and Churchill 

were not around, at least Maggie and Elizabeth were. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 1:22 pm  jay 

tepid2  
In relation to the 2 topics in your post, both will be determined over time. However it is a shame we can only apply fib to 

the first to try and extrapolate an eventuality. That is unless you know how to extrapolate the fib on the second as well. 

 
 

I hope u are well 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 1:40 pm 

good morning today is 11/04/04 thur--the lean is s1L--the TVS are 1149H and 1145.1L-the NUMBAHS-Pivot-1144.1, s1-
1139.2, s2-1133.3,r1-1150, r2-1154.9, the range-1136.2-1147 Primary and 1141.6-1152.4  
the 2 day-1158.2-1161.8 H and 1125.4-1129 L----the MAXL-1128.4 and MAXH-1160.8 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 1:41 pm 

today is fri 11/54-the lean is s2L--the TVS are-1161.9H and 1148.7L--the NUMBAHS-pivot-1154.8,s1-1147.8,s2-1135,r1-

1167.6,r2-1174.6--the ranges-1151.3-1171.1 Prim and 1141.4-1161.2 ALT  
2day-1138.3-1141.9 L and 1162.1-1165.7 with MAXL-1128 and MAXH-1187.4 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 1:43 pm 

Tuesday bought us 52 years , it could have meant only 9 on the opposite out come--  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 2:09 pm  deac 

good morning all. the trend is your friend. Hope everyone is doing well this morning. I had to walk away from the screens 
y'day afternoon to reset. Went and loafed around at a local home improvement store (super hardware store) for about an 
hour and thought about other things.  
 
my 30/45 minute models are still bull biased but trending fast towards bear. Looking at my notes last night, I was so eager 
to sell the 40's when the 15 signalled, I jumped all over it and did not look at the what the charts were saying. What really 
got me was I was long RUT at 592.40 basis the 10aL at 10.20 and I clsed that out because I was convinced that we were 

going down.  
 
This thing has broken out convincingly - someone at AVID said there are some major hedges being unwound 
simultaneously and in size at this time. Don't fade momentum.  
 
Good luck all 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:00 pm 

SPX up 80 points now from the recent lows in 9 trading days.  
 
 
ROFLOL--and nary a mention of the RACHEL B 10/24---oh well might want to jot down the MARIBELLA 11/29 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:05 pm 

Relentless Buying.  

 
CITs either 10.05 (not a great one) or 11.05 (better one) should be a Low.  
 
We should get a Gap fill at minimum, then a Rally into 2.40-3pm and close down.  
 
Next week we should likely consolidate.  
 

Longer Term Cycles: 11/9L, 11/15-17 High, 11/29-12/2 Low.  
 
After the 11/15-17 Highs, we could have a sharper selloff.  
 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:19 pm 

UncloakedBill : 1.618 trajectroy = top of 3 at 1205 or 1224---for this MOVE from 1060.5----if traingle E count then best 

inflection is AMAZING--  
UncloakedBill : 1198.4---------hmmmm  
friend: weekly Pink is 1192 from memory  
UncloakedBill : yes 1192. 73  
UncloakedBill : if triangle E the low for 4 was 1089.5--fwiw not 1060.5  
 
 

 
fwiw--I like the low for 4 at 1060.5 basis all the charts i posted here--E at 1089.5 is possible and is a favored DOW count 
but I like 1089.5 as a 2 on spoo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:29 pm 

eyeballs... Fri, Oct 1, 12:52PM ET  

tepid, you haven't voted in neurotrade's poll  
 
tepid2... Fri, Oct 1, 12:54PM ET  
NOPE, that is true.No vote yet.  
 
tepid2... Fri, Oct 1, 1:02PM ET  
so I am debating 1178.2, 1136.3, 1032.4, and 1098.4 and will go with one of them on the close  

 
tepid2... Fri, Oct 1, 1:03PM ET  
1098.4 =1198.4  
 
 
 
 

NOW:Bush was up doulble digit at time--anyway reason for amazement on triangle count was that 1198.4, which was 
incidentally my guess for NOV 1 close basis POLL info t time on 10/1/04 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:45 pm  jayp 

Tepid  
 
"Tuesday bought us 52 years , it could have meant only 9 on the opposite out come-- "  
 

Quite interested on how you calculate these numbers or come up with the eventuality.  
 
thanks 

 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:45 pm  ian 

This looks like the rally from 3/12/03 and 9/21/01 all over again 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:47 pm  jp 

Tepid  

 
I presume you are looking at Kerry = wave 5 top to 2103-2014 ; bush wave 5 becomes wave 3 and wave 5 ends in 52 
years... 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:48 pm  jp 

Ian  
 

what you refer to tepid is labelling wave 3 as per his earlier post and this as wave 5. Wave 1 being Oct 02 to Dec 02. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 3:57 pm 

the 52 years comes from Sornette's old partner and co-writer Anders J. on the behavior of crashes and is not EW in 
nature--window = 2050-2060, centered 2056-58-------------these are NOT just mkt crash phenomena--as I have stated 
previously I STRONGLY VIEW Bush as the PEACE candidate in the race just ended--  
 
under kerry I thought the chances of WW3 by 2013 would have been raised exponetially 

 



Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 4:28 pm  ian 

Looks like a S2H, reversal already started to the 11/9 Lows 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 4:41 pm 

Ian  
 

 
 
If that was the case it would be a very difficult fit for yesterday (based on very limited knowledge).  
 
I would have thought a spill of 2H into today and we have just had a late 3L (basis series S2L) would work better but I 

guess the pm will tell.  
 
Tepid: your comments will be appreciated. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 05, 2004 4:47 pm 

jayp, On second thought if the 11.25 Lows hold and we rally into 2.40-3pm, then it remains S2L, but I do believe we end 
on our lows today. 

 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 9:16 pm  stockman 

7 x 13 (91) is too difficult for the people and they don't like 13 either.  
so I decided to make it more simple for them by using 90.  
 
Look in the chart S&P500 and search for november 20 - 2003  
every 90 days a vertical and it's almost clear when you've to watch your steps at least for the shortterm.  
 
Looks like Google ... it can't be that simple ... lol 

 

 

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 12:35 pm  stockman 

Human nature never changes. That is the reason history repeats and markets act very much the same under certain 
conditions year after year and in the various cycles of time.  
 
W.D.Gann  
 

http://www.stockmanschoice.nl/warning.html 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 1:01 pm  stockman 

and as I stated October 22 ... Heavy Coincidences ahead ...  
 

The Netherlands : P.Fortuyn ... May 6 , 2002 - T.van Gogh ... November 2 , 2004  
Difference in Days : 911  
 
9/11 american date and American Alertnumber  
2/11 dutch date and 112 Dutch Alertnumber  
 
Events in the name of Religion.  

 
Especially for K.  
remember 78/91/104 ... 10 x 91 makes 910 days ... +/- 1 day makes 911  
910 days = 7 x 10 x 13 .... makes 130 weeks .... makes 2 1/2 years .... makes 2 1/2 cycle .... makes 900 degrees .... 900 
degrees = 10 x 90 .... and 90 is a very important number as stated by Gann.  
After all it's just Cycle 13 .... lol  
 

Wish you all the best 

 



Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 1:04 pm  stkman 

Have a nice weekend further .... I've to read that nice book ...  
Arabian Nights ...... 1001 nights .... 910 + 91 ... coincidences ???  
 
watch your steps 

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 1:25 pm  stkman 

Khalsa,  
 

When 26 july + 104 is reached you'll have to be cautious, 'cause big Events are then on the Horizon.  
 
I'm a bit worried 'bout that Woldcycle .... or should I say War(ld)cycle ??  
 
Maybe it come handy to count and draw a few lines in future ??  

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 1:44 pm 

If I am right Stockman.......  

 
Sunday, November 7th?  
 
Its so, so incredible you should say that. I posted very similar on the subscription site, just before you this morning.  
 
So whats that then "Great minds think alike, or fools seldom differ"?  

 

Its great to have the freind vulcher back looking over our shoulders  

 

 
Khalsa  
 
Thursday 25th is thanksgiving markets closed and Friday half day I think.. 
 

 

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 5:11 pm  steamstrain 

Picked up a signal that has only repeated 3 times prior since Aug 2001. On each occassion the DOW has dropped by at 
least 500pts. The timing usually results in either an immediate down trend or a little bit of range bound movement (over 
14 trading days) and then a dive bomb. So at the latest we should see a downtrend commence around Tues 23 Nov 04.  
 
If you trade it and make on it, be sure to donate generously to a charity.  
 

Good weekend all!!  

Tue Oct 26, 2004 12:04 am  this is the signal 

Looking to go Long the DOW at close of play 27th Oct 04. The fractal playing out is very similar to the price action 28 Apr 
04 -> 17 May 04. The DOW propelled up some 600 pts ... which would project us to 10400'ish in about 16 trading days.  
 
27th Oct 04 should align with 17 May 04.  

 
We already have or are very close to hitting base camp IMO. One more large down candle should seal it.  
 
Let your liquidity be your guiding  
 

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 06, 2004 11:21 pm  dan 

the way the uk set the date 911 is on tuesday.  

 

 

 



Posted: Mon Nov 08, 2004 2:25 pm 

11/8 Times are: 10.15, 11.50, 12.25* and 2pm*.  
 
 
Price Res =1174, Key Spt 1156-57 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 08, 2004 7:07 pm 

Correction: the 2pm CIT today, is rescheduled on 11/10 at 10.45 am. 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 08, 2004 8:03 pm 

If the 11/10 CIT is a Low, we should rally into OE week 11/17 CIT High and vice versa. 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 08, 2004 9:09 pm 

s1 = gym/rake leaves/clean out garage day.  
 
am short (swing). stops in. Good night all. 

 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:17 pm 

sho' am getting nervous with all the johnny come lately addtions to the 1250 club--they ought to get it right and call it hat 
it is though 1237-73 centered on 1253 as it has been since first driven home in a post in the lae FALL of 2002 and puked 

out about 100 time now---I HATE COMPANY 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:20 pm 

lol Tepid..... Talking on that theme what happened to Polarpac. He was screaming the same until the market decided it 
wanted to go down first and then spook around. Since then not heard from him anywahere?  
 
Do you know what his current call is?  

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:22 pm 

having grown very bored with politics i sure thought my last post on the USA elections SUNDAY would be my last but I can 
not RESIST THE ULTIMATE whip saw CONTRARY BEHAVIOR dig at mother England here:  
 
In 2000 GORE WON 88 counties in OHIO.  
In 2004 KERRY won 87 of those counties and BUSH took one along with holding all the other counties he won in 2000.  
 
WHICH COUNTY DID BUSH take AWAY from the DEMOCRATS???  

 
THANKS FOR THE LETTER WRITJNG CAMPAIGNto THE GUARDIAN--roflol  
 
 
 
BUSH WINS CLARK COUNTY IN A BACKLASH AGAINST THE GUARDIAN-- 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:25 pm 

nope--I find daves work interesting but have never really paidd much attention to it--his call was DOA time wise on 
10.12/04 when his channel was shown to be erroneous--paid no nevermind after that 

 



Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:38 pm 

Zarif--I really thought all the calcs were shown here--any way here :  
 
BIG SPOO ONLY = stat platform > go to CME> go to mkt data > go to EQUITY> go to SPOO PIT Traded--use : O-H-L-
Settlement  
 
H+L+C/3 = pivot  
2 x pivot minus H=s1  

2 x pivot minus L=r1  
(Pivot-s1) +r1 =r2  
Pivot minus (r1-r2) = s2  
 
RANGES:  
H x 2 +L + C/2 minus H =low  

H x 2 +L + C/2 minus L=high  
L x 2 +H + C/2 minus H=low  
L x 2 +H + C/2 minus L=high........because the mkt is inertial the range calc that is assigned the primry is the determined 
by the prior day opg vs close--if opg < than close then Primary = the H x 2 calcs and vice versa  
The TVS will not be given here , I may have done several months ago as a rquest by Kam or I amy have said NO , today is 
NO.--the 2 day range calcs are stagnant and a 4th grade calcualtion if you go back and look at them--bottom line : these 
are all well known FLOOR TRADER calcs that pre-date globex , computerization ,etc --I have seen one GUY who even made 

a living disseminationg this crap and tying it to Marty Swartz on his 10 day MA and throwing in Trin--amazing someone 
would pay for something that has been around so long it has grown MOLD but oh well--I think his name is mohan or 
moham or something like that 

 

 

 

 
 

Ian – gopi mentioned Sar Sad – here is chart by Ian G 

 

 

 



Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 2:51 pm  ian 

Tepid S2L here? 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:05 pm  tepid 

lean s2H coming in but a little iffy 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:08 pm 

Thanks tepid, if that;s the case, then 11/10 daily CIT will be the High and 11/16-17 CIT, the Low 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:19 pm 

Ian--rachel b to the maribella or ELSE--lol----10/24-11/29 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:27 pm gopi 

tepid,  
 
are you speaking in code? 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:29 pm 

NO--family birthdays previously given here-- 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:29 pm 

along with their names and the yr they were born as welll 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:47 pm  jayp 

Zarif  
 
they may have fallen on a full moon individually on seperate years but neither this year. Full moon Oct 26 and Nov 26. 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:51 pm 

jayp--not certain but think most of them were BIRTHS on full moon influence--know there is a load fo 22's--infact my son, 

me, my dad, and grandad wee all born on the 22nd--1 daughter = 20 and another rachel = 24 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:57 pm 

tepid.  
 
I meant they could not come on full moon at the same time in one year, but that during different years yes because the 
lunar calendar is not linear to gregorian calendar hence with every year passing on the full moon will arrive earlier for each 
respective month.  

 
Ps If you know the date month and year you can check that out at this site:  
 
http://aa.usno.navy.mil/data/docs/MoonPhase.html 
 
_________________ 

remember there's (day) light at the end of the tunnel.... 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 3:59 pm 

thanks--yes know them all --appreciate it Jay 



Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 5:04 pm  jay 

tepid  
 
in relation to your respons to Ian G re lean for today - I saw it as a "L" rather than a "H" following the RTH action. If one is 
to take into account Boobex as well as your comments that it takes 2 weeks to align itself then the "H" looks more 
plausible. 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 6:26 pm 

S2H it is, there is a longer term CIT tomorrow around 10.45 am, this should be a High. 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 8:03 pm  tepid 

s2H-irregular , hesded to 4 now, no change all day, looking for s3L tommorrow 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 8:04 pm  tepid 

pt 3h 9minutes early , 3aL on time, 3 bH slightly late, 4 coming 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 8:31 pm 

ARGH--error will robinson--just SCROLLED--s3H tommorrow NOT s3L 

 

 

 

 
 



 
 

 
 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 09, 2004 11:55 pm 

Jayp...This is one thing that Tommy H HAS got right over the last few years..  
He calls it the three spikes rule....Spike 1 is the correct direction,spike 2 is the whip and the third spike is the the main 

move....I personally know someone who has made a small fortune from this little game....good luck  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 12:33 pm 

It appears that 11/10 CIT will be a High, which suggests to me we decline hard into 11/17 CIT Lows.  
 
 
CITs for 11/10: Open, 10.15, 10.30 10.45*, 1/05pm* and 2.30 pmish  
 
The Open GAP should be filled fairly quickly.  
 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 2:54 pm 

BIas is for a rally into 10.45 and/or 1pm 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 5:39 pm 

12.45 was a 12.40 Low , now looking for a 12.50-1pm High and 2.40 Low 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 6:13 pm 

The 2.40 Low does fit the S3H rotation 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 7:26 pm 

Tom H's rule . I see spike 1 down, then still in 2 up, then according to his rule it should reverse and go down. Lets see 

what happens 

 
Wed Nov 10, 2004 7:58 pm 

1169.70 is Res channel 

 

 
Posted: Wed Nov 10, 2004 8:45 pm 

we should bounce here or break the triangle  
 
http://www.ttrader.com/mycharts/display.php?p=28214&u=ian_g&a=Ian%5C%27s%20Charts&id=522 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 3:20 am 

Since the 11/5 Master Time Date the market has gone sideways. The next MTD is due 11/17/04. 11/5/04 was also an 
important cluster of a couple of fixed TD Cycles.  
 
There's also an important Time and Cycle clustering in the 11/15-22 week, and then there's one more Final High lurking at 
the end of Dec/early Jan 05. It could well be a double Top.  
 
The almost universal expectation for higher highs may be just the right "hook".  

 
II poll shows 58.1% bulls, up from 57%, and 22.6% bears, down from 23.7%.  
 
10 CBOE PC Ratio is at .74, which is where previous Highs have occurred.  
 
 

Talk about sentiment Extremes, watch those Oddlotters!:  
 
http://www.wallstreetcourier.com/technician/charts/nyse-market-statistics9.gif  
 
Bottomline is, unless 1177 is taken out decisively, we should still be heading down in a big way.  
 
Times for 11/11 are: 9.50-10, 11, 1.15 and 2.05 pm.  

 
Triangle spt: 1164, Res 1168. Then 1155-57 spt and 1178 Res.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 12:55 pm 

The 11/17/04 Major date  
 
I had 11/17 as the final High in a couple of consistant cycles.  
 
 
11/17 is also the next MTD, last one was 11/5.  
Mchugh next Fibo is 11/17, last one was 10/22.  

Both the 55 and 11 wk Cycles as well as anothe one long term cycle is due this week.  
 
It could also arrive a day earlier as shorter term timers suggest.  
 
 
 

The 93-95 CD Cycle from Pivots has been recently in the markets from different Pivots too:  
 
1. 3/5/04H -95- 6/8/04H -97- 9/13/04H  
2. 3/24/04L -93- 6/25/04H -93- 9/28/04L  
3. 5/12/04L -93- 8/13/04L-94/95-11/15-16/04  
 
If the market goes sideways even to 11/15, it will be good enough for a good decline afterwards.  

 
Ian  
 
 
From CB, S. Rock:  
 
11/17 is about 10 days shy of being 4.236 yrs from 9/1/00.  

 
I suppose this has been mentioned before, but it is worth repeating...the time span from the 9/1/00 top to the 10/10/02 
btm is 769 calendar days excluding the top day, i.e. 768.83 was hit in 769 days from the top. As I posted in # 208069, if 
we go another 769 days from and excluding the 10/10/02 low, we reach 11/17.  
 
Now here's something I think is new...  

 
11/17 is 1169 Trading days from the ATH...will the net move over next 5 trading days put us at SPX 1169?  
 
11/17 is 3 times 1.614 yrs from the Dow's ATH  
 
11/22 is 2 times 610 t days from and inc the Dow ATH and 3 times 1.618 yrs from the ATH.  
 

 
From Bruce:  
 
If 11/17 is a high its gonna be spooky. Both the 9/3/29 and 8/25/87 pre-crash highs came after 95-97 day 5th wave 
rallies. 11/17 will be 96 days from 8/13.  
 
Remember the 10/25 low was a 50% extension of the 10/10/02-2/19/04 rally for the Dow?  

11/16 will be a 50% extension of the 10/10/02-3/5/04 rally for the SPX. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 1:06 pm  jayp 

Ian  
 
I believe 17/11 is also an expected ITD for Delta. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 1:24 pm 

Thanks Jayp,  

 
Short term we're still in a sideways Channel 1170 res, 1163 spt  
 
http://www.ttrader.com/mycharts/display.php?p=28234&u=ian_g&a=Ian%5C%27s%20Charts&id=522 



 

 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 3:09 pm 

expectiing a Gap fill and Low by 11 am and a rally into 2.05 pm and selloff into the close 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 6:01 pm  gopi 

i forgot to mention earlier that GF had a target for dow at 10486 by nov 20th. 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 6:18 pm  kam 

I have a fib target of 1174, which equates to GF's 10486. 

 

 

 



Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 8:51 pm 

ROFLOL-you ONLY needed 2 CHARTS all year STARTING IN APRIL and posted here in MAY--UGLY GREEN 1144-54 centered 
1148 TOP and A-B-C-X-A-B-C 1057-61 centered 1058 AND THE BEST DAMN POLITICAL COMMENTARY in USA  
 
 
WHOSE YOUR DADDY--WHOSE YOUR RUGU???? ROFLOL  
 
WHO DOES NOT EVEN TRADE OIL and said 6-10 $ SOROS premium AND DUMP --  

 
WHOSE YOUR DADDY--WHOSE YOUR RUGU???? ROFLOL 

 

 
Posted: Thu Nov 11, 2004 8:54 pm 

oops--gotta go to the HOSPITAL--broke my clavicle slapping myself on the back---ROFLOL--call Mahendra and tell him 
TEPID 2 says ' get your eyes off Uranus buddy"! 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 1:19 pm 

good morning--  

 
evidently someone or several someones have taken the time to build a journal of my posts here and I am quite happy 
about that.They can be gleened for what they are and the "wringness" factor ascertained.  
 
since coming here I have focused my contributions to about 4 basic areas:  
1.) a basic view of TRADING entitled "whatever you want it to be"  

2.) the time frame I trade with detailed explainations for calculating resistance and support known as the NUMBAHS and 
posted several times, I may have even given out the TV calcs several months ago ; a TIME oriented apporach for the time 
frame I trade that several here use loosely and a couple work with thoroughly  
3.)larger swing/position projections correlated to the 2004 USA presidential election with targets known as inflection points 
and based on 20+ years of EW as well as a few other thigs I have learned while spending that 20 years trading, timing 
such as family birthdays, and the EXPETATIONAL OUTCOMES associated with those 'projections'  
4.) limited chart posting due to NO DESIRE to learn how to post them and graciously posted by the host on my behalf >> 

and the charts covered both the intra-day from #3 above as a complimentary mechanism to the prose as well as a few 
swing/position charts correlating the USA election to EXPECTATIONAL OUTCOME  
 
ALL the posts have been what they are, OPINION based on market in the MOMENT based upon my analysis at the 
moment/There have been WRONG ones and a couple of jewels.  
 
I think I know what a 'piss taking' is just as I am just stoopid enough to discern the humor differences amongst the marx 

bros, jeff foxworthy, monty python, and benny hill.  
 
yesterday's outburst at the close WAS, IS and intended to be both humorous and deadly serious as concerns the market 
because I like to have FUN and I take what I do for a living very seriously.  
 
My post and CHARTS supported the outburst 100% on both counts-humour and serious market opinion.Part inside joke 

playing off other posts and posters which I KNOW was taken as hunor at face value and part EUREKA "I got 'lucky' ma" on 
the BIG PICTURE I have outlined here in prose and charts.  
 
which brings me to this: I post at AVID and here, I post less and less due to other obligations. I have tried to stick my 
nose in from time to tiime when I thought we were at JUNCTURES.I often do not remeber what I posted at which place and 
therefore have sometimes resorted to copy-past-post from AVID to here.  
 

Generally speaking-- and I do not if they were brought over from the old thread or not-- I posted an UGLY GREEN chart in 
May I believe and followed it up at I believe GOPI's request with an extended view of of what EXPECTATIONS for the 
market I possessed while CORRELATING all to the American elective process.  
1.) ugly Green had as one highly favored EW count an X wave top at 1144-54 centered on 1148, the actual TOP was 
1146.2 and at that time and often thereafter a target of 1057-61 centered 1058 was posted in both the chart an PROSE for 
a WAVE 4 LOW if Bush WON. That TARGET WAS met on 8/13/04 at 1060.5 >> from a TIMING perspective I KEYED on the 
week of 10/18/04 all year and was WRONG in the belief that it would mark a RESOLUTION extrem based upon the BELIEF 

and OPINION that a clear resolution as to KERRY or BUSH would be determinable at some point duriong that week.  
 
2.) In between AUGUST and and OCTOBER 24, 2004, I rambled on about FAMILY birthdays , listed them , gave out the 
individual NAMES and their relationship to me and pointed out very strongly that I did not KNOW why many had produced 
major turns but that in FORECASTING the future they had eerily worked about as well as much of the stuff i have seen on 
the internet as I do NOT believe anyone can forecast the FUTURE at 20seconds, 20minutes, 20 hrs, 20 days etc with a 

CONSTANT high degree of precision accuracy.  
 



3.) the SYNOPSIS of the SWING/ POSITION charts was not in "delta speak' was not indecipherable code, and was pretty 

darn to the point PRICE WISE  
 
A.) My LEAN was BUSH not KERRY -the decline from 3/05/04 was PREFERRED 4th wave in EW, the point of WRONG was 
the only day that mattered 6/18/02 and the price was 1041.8>> the favored completion price wise was 1057-61 centered 
1058>> the ultimate target was 1237-73 centered 1253 >> on the TRIP from 1060.5 8/13/04 to 1132 then 1143.7 THE 
WRONG number was raised from 1041.8 where it had been marked and used since before coming here at AVID in the 
Autumn of 2003 to 1080.1 LOC daily.  

 
B.)On October first and reposted here several times the upside for the election burst or folly was given:  
tepid2... Fri, Oct 1, 1:02PM ET  
so I am debating 1178.2, 1136.3, 1032.4, and 1098.4 and will go with one of them on the close  
 
tepid2... Fri, Oct 1, 1:03PM ET  

1098.4 =1198.4  
 
 
 
I mention this AGAIN for the following reasons:  
 
1.) Bush won 2.) 1178.2 or any other FIBBO web used DOES NOT DIE or be dscarded until SOMETHING CHANGES--the 

BASIC ANALYSIS HAS NOT CHANGED  
 
4.) the confoirmation point for NEW highs and BUSH was 1050.1 just as the KILL was 1080.1 DAILY LOC  
a.) MY daughters birthday 10/24 was given well in advance and reiterated --the low was GLOBEX 1088 10/25 as 10/24 
was a SUNDAY--  
b.) we are thru 1150.1, we are at new highs and we are NEAR 1178.2  
 

WHY 1178.2 and not 2C's 1177, or the 1173-76?? simple: I place a bit of credibility in the TRAPPING of boob players at 
major points and I would consider 3/19/02 a MAJOR HORIZONTAL point that resided in the 1173-76 ZONE thus a stop run 
screw the EUROPEEANS # was given at 1178.2  
1. what would it take for that to be ALL their is?, ie 1178.2 a TOP for the move from 3/13/03 790 spoo continuation>> it 
wiuld be to veiw the RUN from 1060.5-1143.7 as "D" and the RACHEL B 10/24 at 1088 > than 1080.1 to be "E" and the 
bottom of the larger 4th wave with 3/05/04 the top of 3.  

a.) Possible-YES; favored LEAN-NO >> good inflection point for a rest-yes,behaving like THRUST out of a 4th -YES; 
NEGATES the 1253 FAVORED lean>NO , NEGATES the next inflextion point at 1198.4 >NO.  
 
Much of ths last bit from SYNOPSIS forward is a Partial resonse to an inquiry from a poster here. MY FRIEND "187">>>  
but most of it is to outline the idea that PISSING sometimes is not PISSING and that I stand behind my posts as being 
CHOCK FULL OF CLARITY on the larger picure and I have expalined all I care to about the intra-day and given the reason-
MY WORD-why they could not be totally explained as regards the TIME element>> tried to be congenial and said i don't 

care what anyone uses of mine once it is posted and HOPE it helps.I have tried to share, concepts, specifics, approaches, 
beliegfs , and opinions as asked, have not rebuffed to any large degree any request.  
 
Frankly i am not a RUGU , I use the term to chide more often than not, I do not charge for any of my opinions and never 
have...so if my OUTBURST yuesterday was somewhat BRAGGADOCIO with no humility whatsoever combining a bit of 
humor with some serious mkt calls SO BE IT. 

 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 1:20 pm 

AFTER ALL where I am wrong has been documented as well--ROFLOL >>> I stand by my posts , the ones for the outhouse 
and the ones for the penthouse as well. 

 

 
Posted: Fri Nov 12, 2004 1:55 pm 

One dominant cycle that called for the 10/25/04 Low, now suggests an Intraday High today and a Low on 11/15. then 
another brief rally into 11/17-18 High.  
 
The trend today should be down. We're at Major Long term Resistance at 1177.  

 
That will not be broken without a Fight.  
 
CITs for today: 10.35, 11.25, 12.30 and 2pm.  
Res = 1177. Spt is 1170.  
 

After an opening High, a 10.35 Low, a rally into a Noon high and a selloff into the close.  



 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 3:19 am 

Twist and Turns: 1225 on 11/17 Major CIT?  
 
 
Congratulations to all that called this rally correctly. I am still licking my wounds on this one, as I didn't expect the market 
to slice thru 1177 that easily. It's a good thing to have stops.  
 

I should have listened better to the evidence of the 10/25/04 Major CIT Low cycle that Bruce (Bond1) showed me before it 
occurred, Great Call Bruce!  
 
Now that we have broken thru the 1177 Barrier and achieved 3 year Highs, higher targets are likely.  
 
We seem to be in the final stages of a wave 3 of 5 to the upside since the 10/25 Lows. Target could be 1225, perhaps on 

the 11/17 Major CIT? The 11/15-22 week has alot of clustering to it and should be important.  
 
We should then have a wave 4 pullback, perhaps into early - Mid Dec and a final wave 5 Surge into the All important End 
of December/early Jan 05 (see previous posts).  
 
 
Good Luck.  

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 2:34 pm  tepid 

thanks IAN---appreciated 

 

 
Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 3:41 pm stkman 

Hello all,  
 
looks to me my warnings didn't reach everyone and that's a pity.  
Maybe a little help to point a little extra with some Gannrules as Education to watch for in Future.  

I stated October 22 to watch for the October 25 as a Point very important in Time and maybe this Gannrule is worth 
reading :  
 
Every movement in the market is the result of a natural law and a Cause which exists long before the Effect takes place 
and can be determined years in advance. The future is but a repetition of the past, as the Bible plainly states:  
 
"The thing that hath been, it is that which shall be; and that which is done is that which shall be done, and there is no new 

things under the sun."  
- Eccl. 1: 9 -  
 
Everything moves in cycles as a result of the natural law of action and reaction.  
 
W.D.Gann  

 
So as a hint to all the people here .... take a chart of the Dow Jones and try to draw vertical lines at it ... maybe it helps a 
little bit in Future.  
 
Here's a Gannrule and when you look at your chart pinpointing October 25 maybe you know what to do.  
 
- There must always be a major and a minor, a greater and a lesser, a positive and a negative. In order to be accurate in 

forecasting the future, you must know the major cycles. The most money is made when fast moves and extreme 
fluctuations occur at the end of major cycles.  
- During a month, natural changes in trends occur around 23rd to 24th  
- Around the 270 and 330 day from important tops or bottoms, you should watch for important minor and often major 
changes.  
 
Maybe October 23 was Day 270 in the weekend and Monday October 25 was REALLY a day to WATCH YOUR STEPS.  

 
All the best 

 

 



 
Posted: Sat Nov 13, 2004 7:29 pm  stkman 

Of course it was a coincidence that July 26 + 91 (7 x 13) days makes October 25.  
B.t.w. 3 x 91 makes 273 days .... always watch around the 270 and 330 day from important tops or bottoms +/- 3 days 
..... as Gann stated.  
 
All the best  

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 1:46 pm  tepid 

Stcokman --finally , someone who makes a GANN post and acknowledges the TRUE strength of Gann's approach---FIRST 

time I have seen it , other than my posts several years ago at AVID--so many hung up on the ANGLES, THE degrees, the 
astronomy, ie, focusing on the bits of clay rather than the MOLD the potter is adding those bits to as he turns the Potters 
Wheel--Jeremiah----from the Torah for the Kaballuh math to the prophets especially Ezekiel and Daniel for the wheels and 
the future then back to Psalms, Proverbs , and Ecclisiastes for the wisdom only to be wrapped in the Southern Baptist 
philosophy of the New Testament for the voerall vision of a young man from cooton country....THANK YOU. 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 1:49 pm  tepid 

Lastly--do not throw the baby out with the bath water on the 22nd of the month--it often sets the stage---billy, dad, 

grandad, me --we ALL AGREE...smilin 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 2:33 pm  gopi 

I have just been reading the past few posts by tepid and stockman.  
 
You have both contributed greatly to the site.  
 
I am sure you are both geniuses in your own way.  
 

However , for us lesser mortals, a simple signpost may sometimes be practical.  
 
Tepid, what exactly do you mean by your last post:  
 
'Lastly - do not throw the baby out with the bath water on he 22nd of the month - it often sets the stage.......'  
 
I think it might be helpful to others if you actually state what you mean.  

 
Also , Stockman, you have been 'hinting' and suggesting people be careful....  
 
Many people might find these 'hints' useful.  
 
Personally, I prefer Khalsa's approach. At least he has the courage to stick his neck out and give firm predictions and 

directions. At least , with him, you know , without any doubt what he is saying. His levels may turn out to be right or 
wrong, but it takes true courage to give precise figures, and then have to stand by them. Especially, when they fail.  
 
I too, have given recent predictions based on astrology. Chakrapani's prediction that Bush would win the election, was 
given many many months ago on this site.  
Also, I mentioned some time ago that Saturn was to turn retrograde on November 8, until March 23 2005, and that 
indicated a rally on the indices (give or take 7 days approx. on either side).  

 
Personally, I dont go for pats on the back in hindsight, or any of this elusive hinting. We are all trying to make money - 
and anything that can help us in that direction, is helpful to all.  
 
None of this is intended as criticism, its just the way I see things. However much of a genius anyone is, personally, I would 
appreciate it if they could make the effort to descend to the level of us mere mortals, and try to express themselves in 
language that most can understand, indicating in clear language what they see, preferably before the event. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 4:54 pm  tepid 

OK-GOPI since several of my POST and charts were sprurred by your questions and you seemingly find me OBTUSE and 
ESPECIALLY since they were posted WAY ahead of time and TIGHT price bands GIVEN let me ask you this :  
 
1.DID you short 1144-54 centered 1146.2 ANYWEHRE with a stop at 1154.25?  
 
2.DID you go long 1157-61 centered 1158 ANYWHERE with a STOP at 1156.75?  
 

3.) DID you take NOTE of the names and dates of my FAMILY birthdays or simply view them as HUMOR?  
 
4.) DID you ADD to the 1157-61 centered 1158 with BUSH STILL clinging to a 3pt lead ANYWHERE with a MENTAL stop at 
1080.1 , ESPCECIALLY at the PRIOR POSTED and RE-ITERATED 10/24 RACHEL B low?  
 
5.) DID YOU add to that POSTION at the BREAKING of 1150.1 as PRIOR POSTED would INSURE NEW highs , a BUSH 

VICTORY and inflection points of 1178.2, 1198.4, and 1237-1253 centered 1253?  
 
6.) while you were ill and underwater in OIL did you readthe psots concerning GEORGE SOROS and the OIL PREMEIUM?  
 
None of this is intended as criticism, its just the way I see things.I do not think ANYONE has been any CLEARER or 
anymore ACCURATE this year on the BIG picure than MOI....PERIOD 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 4:56 pm  tepid 

2.DID you go long 1157-61 centered 1158 ANYWHERE with a STOP at 1156.75?  
 
 
 
1057-1061 centered 1058>>> caught up in the moment-->> change ALL posts referencing this BAND and 
CONGRTAULATE ian 561 who did pay attention! 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 4:57 pm 

as far as the STOCKMAN goes, Gann is , was ,and shall always be CENTERED in the BIBLE-that is the gist of my post -- 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 5:19 pm tepid 

LAST TIIME gettem while they're hot:  
 
3/22-grandad, 5/22-son billy; 9/22-dad;12/22-me  
1/09-lil sister PJ; 7/24-big sister leslie;  
8/23-barbara grace, 3/15 Uncle bill-a lesser signal and the ides of march;  
6/20-meredith #2 daughter; 7/7-annabeth #3 daughter; 10/24-rachel b #1 daughter  

11/29 -the MARIBELLA-a 'wife'  
 
CORRELATIONS: 2000 high = 3/24; 2000 mid year low=5/24; 9/22 200-first leg low; 11/30 -2000-fall low; 12/21/200- 
initial winter low; 1/08-01 re-test low; 3/22/01-spring LOW, 5/22-01 spring high and annual high; 9/21-01 fall low and 
annual low; 1/09-02-winter high ; 3/22-02 spring high/annual high; 7/24-02 SUMMER LOW; 8/23 /02-SUMMER high; 
11/29/02-fall high; 1/09/03 winter re-test failue of the 11/29; 3/15-a lesser signal and cfrmation of the 3/12 BREAKOUT 
>>> that ought to be enough unless someone wants more 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 5:27 pm 

LASTLY-that is why PRITPAL gets the big bucks and I simply post when I feel like it and what I feel like at the time.....I 
trade 3-14 times a day, usually 3-5 and do not have time to post in the moment with that schedule nor would I . 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 6:30 pm  gopi 

Tepid,  
 
I do hope you didnt take my post the wrong way. I never implied that you personally, did not post in advance - and I am 
also not implying that you should post more often, or anything like that. We are all free here, to post, or not as we choose. 
 
In fact some of my post was aimed at Stockman, rather than at you, but I deliberately left it general in tone.  
 

I agree that you have spent a lot of time trying to clarify your past posts to people, who, like myself, find them difficult to 
understand. In fact, my main question to you today, was asking you to clarify your earlier post today, when you said  
 
'do not throw the baby out with the bath water on the 22nd of the month........  
 
Unless I have missed it, I still dont see an answer from you to that question and still dont understand what you meant by 
that sentence. Maybe I am just dense.  

 
I am not pointing a finger at anyone or trying to dredge up the past. I am merely trying to clarify things for the good of all 
concerned.  
 
Im sorry if you felt that I was having a dig at you. My post concerns the present --- which is of importance to us all -- not 
the past, which is already over . YOur posts have always been appreciated - its just that it takes me a long time to finally 

figure out what they are actually saying. 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 7:16 pm 

Gopi--the SEASONS change on the 22nd-pure GANN-PURE BIBLE--I have 6 months of family dirthdays' on or right at the 
22nd---4 of those are pure SEASONAL changes>>> 3/22, 6/20, 9/22, 12/22 >>> I findthe 6/22 and 12/22 to be 'more 
clouded' than the 3/22 and 9/22 DUE to the rhythm of the mkt itself>> my birthday is in the HUB BUB of Christmas so 
while it produces change that change is often not as pronounced as SPRING AND FALL because TRADERS of ALL stripes are 
slaves to their own lives and the nature of life, iee, why would I amke a huge decision 3 days before Christmas and 10 

days befroe New Years when i am focused on other aspects of my life??? 6/22-mid year and entrance into the summer 
doldrums, lets go to the hamptons and not as critical normally as the line in the sand turn around the 4th of July as to 
when SCHEDULING for summer really gets into gear that IMO ....  
 
 
thats it from me--no comment on anything else--except NOW: if you used my posts to position a LONG GOOD, if not fine, 
the SMART thing to do is to find a time frame and a mkt maven you will follow 100% so as to not diminish the odds of 

success until you come up with your specific approach to "whatever you want it to be" --but I digress, I already posted 
that advice twice.Seems to me K's sub service may be just the right place til you get your own dealio together. basis your 
post which YES , I was quite unnervewd by. 

 

 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 9:32 pm 

sent this to K when i got outta bed this a.m. b4 coming here, knowing full well he is the 'home of my maternal grandfather 
mcNair"--this is how i postem at avid from tome to time--may or may not work --if it does not he has it upon his return:  

 
http://avid.investsystems.co.uk/for-posting/d-yolfmg-eviralm-mvg/16160.55/Polarquack.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 
Posted: Sun Nov 14, 2004 11:03 pm  stkman 

Hello all,  
 
As I stated before, I don't like sheeps and the only way to help people here is pointing at coincidences and showing them 
that there's a lot more in a chart what they can see.  
It takes for the people who really wants to learn just a little bit of time to study and watch what's happening at points 
made in advance on a chart.  
Half a year ago I told my fellow Khalsa at the old Pad I'll give them Tools, but they have to study to understand what is 

happening. So I gave you a Squaregenerator, cycles to look for, articles 'bout Psychology, charts with SRL and dates to 
Watch your Steps for possible turnarounds and whipsaws.  
Maybe a few used that all, but it's a pity after all that people tells me now I had to spell it for them. Yesterday I posted 
again a chart of DJ in the Gallery ... maybe it's time to be carefull around dates with verticals in that chart when you're 
trading the DJ.  
Must be clear enough ... on the other hand ... ask yourself always why just there.  

Use your own indicators at that moment and maybe you'll agree it is the time to act or react with your Trades. One 
solution gave Gann a long time ago ... when in doubt stay out of the markets.  
 
For those willing to learn .... food for thoughts ... ever wondered why Fibonacci is used in most of your expensive 
programs ??? Ever heard of Resistancelevels ???  
Sure you have, like 61,8 % and 50 % etcetera. Isn't it funny that you don't watch your steps when certain dates are 
reached, but you all look at the charts for 61,8 % and 50 % retracements in price ???  

Maybe Time is what you all forget : Take the DJ-high of Feb 19 and count 180 days ... that'll give you Aug 17 .. look at the 
chart DJ ... maybe a retracement in Time of 50 % gives you 270 days after Feb 19 ... after all makes 180 + 90 days a 
total of 270 days.  
Same counts for the first high Jan 27 ... after all Gann stated : There are Wheels in wheels, but watch for a change in 
trend around day 270 after the high ... so Oct 23 in the weekend we had to look for a change in trend. It's a pity that we 
were declining ... look at the chart ... declining DJ and a possible change in trend ... now they're telling me I had to be 
more specific what I ment ??  

In Holland we like it to know in advance when we can rest and study and when we know when we've to be cautious. We 
don't like to sweat ... lol  
 
Wish you all the best and Watch your Steps around the Verticals. 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 6:16 am 

Tepid2,  
 

maybe we've to show the people what seasons are. However, for me it feels strange to tell Astrofollowers about Seasons 
like you did. Basic Astrology begins with Seasons. Btw .... do we have to tell that seasons are kind of Cycles ???  
 
Have a look ... ancient wisdom :  
 

 
 
Keep the thread going.  
 

Maybe it's better to post Gannstuff at the subscribers only, 'cause it's heavy stuff ?? 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 6:40 am 

Tepid2,  
 
Together with this image understanding Gann is coming. lol  
 

 
 
All the best 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 12:47 pm 

Fopr those who crosspost at AVID and read the sad plight of TORTURED SOUL this stuff will be familiar:  
 

PICKPOCKET PROFESSIONAL MARKET  
 
ABERRATION-1995-2002  
 
RETURN TO NORMAL FINALLY  
 

BRACKATEERS-trademark by Calendar/chris carolin from term coined by TEPID2  
 
BRACKETED YEAR-1/29-8/13 RESOLUTION WILL TREND  
 
RESOLUTION-Kerry = 984-1020 centered 1009 cfmd 1080.1LOC; BUSH -no break 1080.1 LOC after moved from 1041.8 
where it had been all year:targets 1178.2, 1198.4, 1237-73 centered 1253  
 

THE FOLLOWING IS SPECIFIC: I do not trade stocks,only spoo and for the first time in 7 years the TA and NORMALIZED 
expectations have finally returned since 7/24/02>>> all TA finally FUNCTIONING PROPERLY>>>  
 
If you have a 1995-2002 mindset you WILL LOSE-(axiomatic I am taliking spoo)  
 
frankly, TORTURED SOUL's post is ANATHEMIC to "whatever you want it to be"  
 

I digress:STOCKMAN-after your last picture post I could just hear the leaves turning to EZEKIEL for a 5-10 time reading--
"wheel within a wheel"  
 
If you are struggling wih your own models and decide to use a RUGU , go 100% with the RUGU, EVERY SIGNAL EVERY 
TRADE so as to keep the MATRIX of decision making in you favro probability wis: ie, rugu right rugu wrong is better than 
fading rugu or cuncurring with rugu on selective basis..... 

 

 



Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 12:57 pm 

began work on document for partners this weekend and as response to robjack1 here is the learning curve (there is 
nothing tradeable here) and I would suggest 1 other reads--LeFevre, "reminiscences of a stock operator" --needdless to 
say I would like to give my long distnce tele bill form 1985-89 to billy jones and nancy of the Lamberts to really do justice 
to the GANN allude/lol :  
 
 
ROPING  

 
Concept and origin—the whole concept behind my trading since 1984, has been to find a graphical representation that 
emulated FLOOR TRADER behavior since that sub-set has the most preponderance of winners in the trading world. The 
path has run through Prechter and EW; Wilder’s rsi, adx, dmi, parabolic, and delta; george lane’s stochastics; 5 years of 
intensive Gann; Jim Dalton and Peter Steidylmayer’s Market Profile and FLOOR TRADER behaviors; Bill Willams’ 
adaptations of EW, MA’s , Fractal formations were seminal and critical; Skye(Scott McLeod) was revelatory as to intra-day 

roto, the 72 we put together; the range behaviors as learned in the early 80’s from demark and L. Williams are the 
cornerstone of the ‘Numbahs’; the rest has just been my personal adaptations and experience of all the above and 1985 
was when I purchased my first CQG equipment allowing for 3rd party calculations of intra-day TA and the real time price 
delivery down to 1 min frames of same.  
 
FLOOR Traders-behave similarly to check out clerks making a living on the ‘edge’ between the Bid and Ask as they 
facilitate trade and make the market. They are almost exclusively counter trend traders by nature, scalping against 

positions around trend direction making the market. They are captive to human nature in that they eat lunch, need to get 
a feel around the opening, and try to flatten by day end or reduce to a manageable risk the position WITH trend they have 
counter trade scalped around.  
1.) they are the only participants who trade REAL TIME, have the advantage of AUDIO cues in order flow, and more 
importantly KNOW the constituency of the PIT and its’ players  
2.) they key on prior hi’s and lo’s both daily and intra-day , on the intra-day it is the opg range, the a.m. low/hi, the slog 
range which is nothing more than a function of lunch shifts, and the institutional TELLS for the last 1;40 min appx that 

makes up the p.m. move. They also use, 8 balls, pivots, s/r, and 9ers as do we.  
3.) Our graphics packages and all the things we use reveal TELLS of this behavior as any session unfolds and we can 
interpret the FLOOR TRADER psychology easily basis many of the ‘slang’ names such as overshoots, flushes, wedges, 
waterfalls, HOLMES, and RR’s that we have cobbled together. 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 2:16 pm 

K-commensurate with a series of EW 4's and 5" for sure--need to look at chart and id the iii b4 getting carried away with 

shorts--perhaps not TOTALLY expected to be here/now ie, thru 1178.2 BUT totoally expected to be here IF BUSH WON --
he did, so not really that surprised--the BKX is LEADING things for now and correlates to the spoo--WATCH THE BANKS 

 

 



 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 2:20 pm 

http://avid.investsystems.co.uk/for-posting/d-yolfmg-eviralm-mvg/16160.55/Polarquack.jpg  
 

 
only way BEARS CATCH A BREAK IS IF RACHEL=E , themn 1198.4 is the best tarrget--yes, in 4's and 5's there will be 
good FAST shorts BUT if favored count is correct>>> larger PAIN to be experienced for the furry fellas 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 2:25 pm 

parting shot: in an EXPIRY week like this and reletive to what is transpiring: IF the BULLS really want to POUR ON THE 
PAIN , the set up for HIGHEER prices 27-31 UP this week Is in A GREAT SPOT to do it. 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 2:35 pm 

Thanks Tepid... Agree my friend. Just playing positons I have carried over with the short term systems.  
 
Thanks for all your posts this weekend and today. Sory I could not respond and reply individually, even though I really 
wanted to.  
 
Fully agree BUSH win = 1175. However I had that 1173/76 area as the absolutelye top and moreover expected more 
retraces on the way to it.  

 
I was worong on both counts for now.  
 
However I strongly believe when I get things like this worng, it usually acts like a maget.  
 



So lets see.  

 
Too much bullishess imo, even though they can screw the shorters more here, are there any left to screw? I think to 
confuse and shake out the weak bulls would be more pain at this stage here and now.  
 
We shall see.  
 
1175 should be seen before 1200 (if we are to see 1200 this week, but its if we see 1160 before that I cannot answer 

here.  
 
Khalsa 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:02 pm 

Best bet here is a double bottom at the 1181 area by the 11.35 CIT and a rally to 1191 into the 3.50-close CIT. Other 
times are 12.30 and 2-2.15 pm 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:17 pm 

Agree K,  
 
Spoos - 4 and PC Ratios at .47, If we break 1180 TL, then next is 1175 Trendline and if that one is broken, we should head 
much lower 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:21 pm 

s4H -link stink still possible--1178.2 is the critical level as it was friday--just b4 final leg of re-balance--look at 2 and 3 min 
charts , 1178.2 shows up brighter than a blue moon goose>>> 2 outta 3 says 80% chance EOD = HOD>>> ia trying to 

get long again as the move to pt 8 up was first play--missed 8 to 9 on 7/11 run --partner caught it--see yall 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:27 pm 

7/11 run NOT MKT RELATED--means I went to the STORE 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:33 pm 

Tepid  
 

Thanks for the clarification re 7/11 just about to cause a storm in trying to decipher how this was marker related.... 

 
 
_________________ 
remember there's (day) light at the end of the tunnel.... 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:35 pm 

11.33 CIT Low @ 1181 sofar? 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 4:35 pm 

lol Tepid, I bet you had people thining 7th November, or 7am to 11am EST this morning, or maybe even 11th of July.  
 
However anoone who understood the delta speak, knew what you meant.  
 
Don't mean to sound derogatory, but is that a WCB I see? lol  
 

Good luck.  
 



Khalsa 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 5:28 pm 

salped out of 9 to 9a +1--lunch --K, lol--candle just got me wetting chops for the EXTREME 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 5:29 pm 

Khalsa- WOULD fade my mother and accept the loss if MY STUFF said fade the old hag--ROFLOL-- of course she is the 

most beautiful woman in the world , especially when we agreee  

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 5:46 pm 

Agree Tepid, you probably would and should Trading is a serious business!  
 
I shall continue to scalp until I see a change.  

 
So far no change apart from it does not want to go up just yet. The RTH range is dead and so far the lowest range day in 
over a month. Lose one SU shape to start another aparalell channel up.  
 
Globex highs at 1185.5. Above that and its back to stop runs, capiutulations, momentum, sentiment and the lot.  
 
We shall see.  

 
Khalsa  
 
IanG... Excellent call on db bott at 1181. I really did think 1181 was to be broken at that point. 

 
_________________ 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 6:19 pm 

Here is a chart posted by Tepid yesterday.  
 

Self explanatory stuff (once you get your head round it and rememebr the the previous posts.  
 
Apologies Tepid for the delay, really running behind here, but here it is.  
 
Blame your relatives!!! (Scotland)  
 



 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 7:55 pm 

high just secured the p.m. move, so NOtime to respond--but LOVELY chart ACE 1--not quite what I see BUT the EW is 
VERY ACCEPTABLE and the oucomes will be CLOSE upp to the very end--always multiple counts and alts available  
 
 

my cage never rattled--just not real clear on brit slang at times--dumber than a stump on some of that stuff  
 
just KNOW the the intermediate charts TARGETS and what not this yr have been pretty deadly and NOT obtuse--the 
OBTUSE stuff is mainly the intra-day JUNK 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:09 pm 

11.35 Low was 1181, 2-2.15 was a Low, we should now rally into the close 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:29 pm 

If we don't rally and make a another Low at the close, should we hold above 1179-80 area and then we should rally into 



the 11/17-18 Highs.  

 
 

For Khalsa, Done!  
 

 
This Bull should die after the all important 11/17-18 Cycle 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:40 pm 

The great Cycle that Bruce (Bond1 at CB) showed me via private email was a 161 wk Cycle, which I elaborated on:  
 
161 wks/1129 CD Cycle:  
 

1. 1/31/01H=3/5/04H,  
2. 4/4/01L= 5/10/04L,  
3. 5/22/01H=6/24/04H,  
4. 9/21/01L=10/25/04L!!,  
 
5. 12/5/01H= 1/8/05H  
 

 
Notice how similar to the 9/21 Lows, we sky rocketed after 10/25 Lows  
 
 
Ian 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:49 pm 

ANYWAY you CUT IT-Benjamin Graham 1934(fundamentalist boook of books) or Edwards and MaGee 1949(TA's original 

book of books)  
 
the 1995-2000 market move was AMATEUR HOUR >>> how many times since 7/24/02 have you seen otherwise SANE 
people looking for HUGE moves that simply do NOT materialize  
 
--not only have avg daily ranges declined they have REVERTED to the MEAN, normal statistical behavior>>> go see the # 

of daily ranges in excess of 1-1.25% of TOTAL index price from 1995-2000 and check out 1982-1995 for SAME and then 
3/2000 to the present  
 
the stock market was as ABERRANT as GOLD 1978- 1980 Hunt bros, oil same period or oil in reverse down to the Yamani 
resignation and the 7/10/85 LOW that FAISAL said this is IT  
 
if one is on the right side of a mania, aberration, amateur hr fine , you are a HERO , but if you do not exactly why you are 

and do not understand NORMAL, IMO you are not a TRADER>>you just got a 3-5 year trend on something and SLAYED it 
with the dr's, dentists, lawyers, and preachers AND more than likely you gave most of it up--  
 
finding the parabolic phase of foolishness is KEWL but it does not make one a TRADER  
 
AS we revert to normal how often do you read "TA no longer working" "my tried and true stuff stopped working" "CRASH"-
--its just a fact of life 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:51 pm 

TELL BOND1---1/09 --the PJ --ok Ian ??? ...lol..also tell him TEP said hello , hope his sister is keeping his math straight, 

and I can hardly wait for 2056-2058 CRAsh event ala ANDERS--  

 

 

 

 

 

 



Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 8:55 pm 

BTW, I don't usualy posts details on cycles, but I'll post this fwiw.  
 
(Bruce mentioned he couldn't recall sending me this cycle, perhaps it was someone else, all the same, it's a good one)  
 
Although the 161 wk Cycle might not follow day to day, here is what it does, IF the market continues to follow it:  
 
1. 11/15L,  

2. 11/17-8H @ 1191,  
3. 11/22L @ 1163 area,  
4. 11/30H @ 1195 area=  
5. 12/2-4/04LL @ 1163 area,  
6. We continue the Blastoff into 1/8/05 Highs @ 1240 area. 

 

 

 
Posted: Mon Nov 15, 2004 9:27 pm 

I have a CIT at the close, so we should selloff in the first hour tomorrow 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 1:09 pm 

MY input last night to a conversation amongst 2C, Polarpack, Patch77, and Ian G  
 
 
tepid2... Mon, Nov 15, 11:16PM ET  
bears have been given 3 shots on this ride with #3 coming TOMMORROW-- only way around that ='s Polarpac's call for an 

acceleration otherwise BEARS win tommorrow--but  
 
tepid2... Mon, Nov 15, 11:38PM ET  
I know Patch, gee thought i might have to call the other BASIL--roflol---University Restaurant--nite buddy, you gots 
NUMBAHS--in a vacuum we go down tommorrow, but PPI reaction could flip the roto to s1H from s1L and get the 
acceleration--BULLS have a do or die day tommorrow for the short short term--accelerate or sit on thumbs til the OIL 
numbahs wed morning  

 
 
much of this centered around the acceleration aspects possible to the MARIBELLA for the lower 1200's to mid 1200's  
 
I RE-POSTED bacause my thoughts were similar to K's post 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 1:12 pm 

the WORD "but" on one of those post make i seem as if it is "hanging in air" --here is the psot COMPLETION--larffing  

 
 
tepid2... Mon, Nov 15, 11:17PM ET  
sho' am nice to SEE Ian POP IN with the MARIBELLA AND THE PJ on the list of greatest hits--too bad you are off one day 
on each IAN--roflol 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 1:29 pm 

Tepid.... lol re: Dig at Ian. Leave him alone you big BULLY!!!  

 
Tepid I am really amazed. You posts and mine are very, very similar. re: MOB day, and so much more. The bits that I 
have not covered here, I mentioned on the other side.  
 
Acceleration here cannot be discounted and one has to be on guard especially when they paint a picture like today's globex 
(possible bear trap).  

 
However they will always buy the first major pullback or dip. We have not had that yet. Hence I feel to make sense 
timewise, we may pull back here. Openminded on that and will play what I see.  
 
It all depends where you expect the market to be by the MARIBELLA B and by the Year end (XMAS rally).  



 

High MARIBELLA B (29/11), a pullback then into Dececmber, then thats the first pullback to be bought for a EOY rally.  
 
I have many SYSTEMS firing now for a double digit downday soon. In theory that could cross 1175. If that happens then 
we could see 1160 ish before the push up.  
 
Personally if 29/11 is a CIT, then a pullback now would make sense.  
 

Sorry to be continued... PPI now.  
 
Regards,  

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 1:53 pm 

tepid2 . . Tue, Nov 16, 8:42AM ET  
bulls need a lollipalooza 1a up or an inversion perversion --NO one leaves 1178.2 on a re-balance without PERMISSION --
roflol  

 
 
tepid2 . . Tue, Nov 16, 8:44AM ET  
see late p.m. posterior delivery head bumping on 1178.2 i itsy bitsy 4th wave that lasted all of 2hrs/lol--that be a 
CRITICAL PRICE  
 

K-no disagreement anywhere--pretty EZ to see this as well:  
 
FROM 6:45 a.m. elsewhere--ie, a 3rd plaace not avid--  
 
UncloakedBill : couple thangs: yesterday 4:00 and 4:02 volume w/ price high 1185.75 highest in fast scroll makes TVS 
and 1185.75 cfm for breakout if BULLS accelrate today/tommorrow, ie trappage; 1178.2 b4 re-balance was strutting its 
stuff and created a very tiny 4th  

UncloakedBill : would imagine this needs checked out for re-acceleration to have a shot; if it DIES on news then 1172 , 
1166, 1157-59 in play  
 
would post some very interesting, well I think interest JUNK from memory I did on the fly but the word bullsh.t appears in 
it and I do not have time to clean it up --but the one single post that always struck me a PROFOUND at AVID goes back to 
2000 and a guy ATHOLH from SOUTH AFRICA and his stuff on "the larger hand" --I have mentioned it from time to time 
and it stood out in my mind as the BEST single post I ever read at AVID ansd still does 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 2:18 pm 

lol Tepid..... Post that "would post some very interesting, well I think interest JUNK from memory I did on the fly but the 
word bullsh.t appears in it and I do not have time to clean it up " and I will clean it up if it needs to.  
 
BULL = Someone who thinks the market is going to go up.  
 

CIT = Change in Trend.  
 
Don't see anything bad there myself, do you? lol.  
 
Khalsa 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 2:49 pm 

THINK THIS IS CLEAN--hope so  
 

UncloakedBill : couple thangs: yesterday 4:00 and 4:02 volume w/ price high 1185.75 highest in fast scroll makes TVS 
and 1185.75 cfm for breakout if BULLS accelrate today/tommorrow, ie trappage; 1178.2 b4 re-balance was strutting its 
stuff and created a very tiny 4th  
 
UncloakedBill : would imagine this needs checked out for re-acceleration to have a shot; if it DIES on news then 1172 , 
1166, 1157-59 in play  
 

Steve : Asia was weak.. and urope ending SD.. spoos relatively strong  
 
Steve : weak $ supporting shrt term mebbe  



 

Steve : will be flat fer numbs ubless well ahead  
 
UncloakedBill : good  
 
Steve : in other words.. will be flat  
 
UncloakedBill : heehee--understood  

 
UncloakedBill :  
 
UncloakedBill : miss my emoticons  
 
UncloakedBill : draw two horizontals at 1:57 and 2:03 friday somewhere in you charts--if we do an arse rip acceleration 

that is your TELL  
 
UncloakedBill : in 1a , ie last several 1a on s1L = this= arse rip UP  
 
Steve : ah.. that was the 1178 waltz  
 
UncloakedBill : y--1178.2 was nt grabbed from my arse and is meaningful to the big picture somehow  

 
UncloakedBill : problem w/ fibbo webs is in real time they represent inflection pts for decisions but their FINAL meaning is 
often obsured and futuristic--could be nothing more than 3/19/02 CHECK OUT for breakage  
 
UncloakedBill : but would guess it means more  
 
UncloakedBill : need to run annie  

 
UncloakedBill : more bullsh.t, may be worth remebering as it is coming from my memory:why the wide band 1237-73 
entered 1253 when normnally bands i follow are tighter?  
 
UncloakedBill : you hit the dec200 low idea at 1254 and the bounce to the 1300 was folloowed by deline to 1273 where 
BREAKDOPWN was confirmed ..the th BIGGIE:  

 
Steve : neat  
 
UncloakedBill : we dinked all summer of 2002 and 1237! was the STOPPER pre-911 , kept banging around in series of 
expanding flats and falling away (1237-41) > well i remeber like yesterday when MMB and ATHBO confirmed the REAL 
break that in hindsite MEANT to me CERTAIN  
 

 
UncloakedBill : people around the WORLD knew it was COMING--it was in early AUGUST and the price was a 1 handle 
PRICE>>> 1188 and you can see it in the OPTIONS activity and CHRIS will remeber it  
 
UncloakedBill : ..and that is also why the intial RALLIES from the 10/02 and 7/02 final lows in in the 700's died IMO at 
955>>> the 939-44 9/11 was breeched by just enough to TRAP but was TOO early fundamentally and WAVE wise to, ie 
1st wave stuff or final 4th in the  

 
UncloakedBill : case of 8/23/02 to be truly breeched, it took the 3r trip in 4/03 and EVEN that adhered to the GANN rule of 
'4th time a charm' by going to 5/16 doing a shake and bake b4 the breakout bar on 5/27-->>  
 
UncloakedBill : enough of my crap>>. this is the 'spill the 10' false or real into the 8;30 relaese we are processing now  
 

UncloakedBill : running billy--7:22--need pivot recovery  
 
Steve : interestin stuff dude 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 2:50 pm 

CIts today, 9.45, 10, 10.30*, 11.40, 12.30 and 3.55 pm.  
 
Price spt, Key is 1179-1181, if broken then 1174.  

 
Bias is for a 10.30 Low @ 1179 area  
 
Don't worry K, Tepid and I go way back and I know where he lives. 

 

 



Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 2:53 pm 

typo--dinked around all summer in 2001 >>> and 1188 was foreshadowing ESCPECIALLY OPTIONS ACTIVITY in our 
FRIENDS countries FRANCE AND GERMANY that many were in the know on 9/11>>> that one handle was the warning 
shot 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 2:57 pm 

Minor Wave 4 Low forming in pos expanding triangle. 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 9:16 pm 

7 x 13 (91) is too difficult for the people and they don't like 13 either.  

so I decided to make it more simple for them by using 90.  
 
Look in the chart S&P500 and search for november 20 - 2003  
every 90 days a vertical and it's almost clear when you've to watch your steps at least for the shortterm.  
 
Looks like Google ... it can't be that simple ... lol 

 

 

 
Posted: Tue Nov 16, 2004 11:03 pm 

did not know rather to name this "WHY I WOULD FADE MY MOTHER" or "HOPE ON A ROPE" or "WHY I HAVE NO TIME TO 
POST INTRA-DAY"--  
two days=11 for 11: short +2.25 and longs +2 --2 people way smarter than me picked my brain for over a year, did all 
the heavy lifting , some very minor modifications and 2000 lines of code later I am reduced to "political savant", "riddler", 
and "roto boy" ---roflol--all raw indicators and settings STRIPPED  
 

http://avid.investsystems.co.uk/for-posting/d-yolfmg-eviralm-mvg/22173.6/dipsydoodle.jpg 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 



 

 


